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Bournemouth and Poole
Tourism Strategy 2017-2022

Introduction
Commission
This document was requested by the Bournemouth and Poole Tourism
Management Boards to be considered at the first meeting of the new,
combined, Tourism Management Board in October 2017.

Brief
The brief was to produce a tourism strategy that takes into account the wider
context in which the industry must compete and win

Contributors
The National Coastal Tourism Academy provided the detailed analysis and
context. Philip Alford from Bournemouth University co-ordinated the strategic
refinement. Bournemouth and Poole Tourism officers helped shape the
context working with the industry representatives.

Structure
The strategy has four main sections:
o The wider tourism environment – nationally, regionally and subregionally
o The audit of the tourism assets in Bournemouth and Poole
o The market assessment and strategic choice
o The culture and organisation.
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National Perspective
This section considers:
•
•
•
•

Economic trends
Industry trends
Government policies
National tourism strategies

Tourism and the economy
The UK tourism industry represents 9% of UK GDP, valued at £126.9bn in
20131, more recent figures for England value the direct and indirect impact of
tourism at £106 billion, supporting 2.6 million jobs across over 200,000
businesses2.
Table 1
The breakdown of visitor spending in England in 2015:

Domestic staying visitors
International staying visitors
Day trips

Spend
£19.6bn
£19.4bn
£46.4bn

Trips
102.7 million
31.8 million
1.3 billion

Nights
300 million
241 million

Domestic and day trip coastal tourism is collectively valued at £8bn to the
English economy, representing 31% of domestic overnight holiday trips3 and
8% of tourism day visits4. 15% of international visitors visit the English coast at
some point during their stay in the UK and this equates to c.£1bn of visitor
spend5.
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Deloitte 2013
Visit England 2015
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The tourism industry nationally has been a key driver in economic growth, with
a recent Office for National Statistics report6 on employment showing a growth
rate of 11.7% over the five years to 2014. However, according to a study of
employment by Sheffield Hallam University7 growth in coastal employment is
just 1% with some coastal resorts growing faster whilst others are in decline.
Nationally the English product is well received with 86% of domestic visitors
rating their destination as “excellent” or “very good”.

Figure 1 – Domestic English overnight trips by visitor type

Source: VisitEngland from GBTS data

Reviewing trends in domestic overnight trips in England, tourism is growing
steadily across holiday, Visiting Friends and Relatives (VFR) and business travel.
This growth is set to continue and reach 3.8% increase by 2025.8

Tourism employment summaries: Characteristics of tourism industries, 2014 (3Feb 2016) by Sean White,
Office for National Statistics, available at
6

https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/leisureandtourism/articles/tourismemploymentsummaries/characteristicsofto
urismindustries2014
7
8

Sheffield Hallam University 2014 “Seaside towns in the age of austerity”
Deloitte 2013
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Figure 2 - Domestic English holiday trips by destination type

Source: VisitEngland from GBTS data

Considering destination type shows that the Seaside recently regained its
position as highest market share for domestic overnight trips, although longterm the number of trips had been in very gradual decline and city breaks are
the real growth area. It is worth noting though that destination type is
declared by the consumer and therefore it is accepted that “seaside” does not
necessarily reflect all “coastal” tourism.

Figure 3 -

International markets for UK coastal visits
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Internationally, top inbound markets by spend for the UK are USA, France,
Germany, Australia and Ireland. For the coast the top markets are Germany
and France followed by Australia, Netherlands and USA.

National Industry trends
The tourism industry is going through a
period of rapid change – product,
infrastructure, changing customer
profile, and markets are changing
quicker than any time since WWII9.
This section will consider some of the
key changes for tourism in the UK.

Brexit
The UK’s decision to exit the European Union
will undoubtedly have a significant impact on
the tourism industry whatever the agreed
outcomes. The Tourism Industry Council has
prepared a document for Government with
all the key tourism considerations for
Government in the Brexit discussions.
The document can be downloaded via the NCTA10.
For Bournemouth and Poole, the key impacts highlighted in that paper are:
• Challenges around border controls and EU workers’ rights – this will affect
not only the welcome and likelihood of international visitors coming to the
UK but also the availability of labour and soft skills. Businesses in
Bournemouth and Poole currently employ c.12% 11 of their workforce from
overseas in key roles that are otherwise hard to recruit like chefs and
housekeeping.
9

VisitBritain 2017
https://coastaltourismacademy.co.uk/resource-hub/resource/the-tourism-industry-councils-brexitresponse-paper
10

11

NCTA research
7

• The most significant area of opportunity from the Brexit process is potential
changes to the Package Travel Directive for Domestic consumers, currently
domestic consumers are included in the restrictions on creating “packages”
of accommodation and attractions, removing these restrictions could
enable many small businesses to create packages for domestic consumers
and respond to consumer demand.

Immigration controls
The UK Government’s decision to lower
immigration levels could present a threat
to the International Education sector in
Bournemouth and Poole. At present the
current policy includes the number of student
figures within the immigration levels and therefore imposing restrictions that
lower the level of immigration to achieve the stated target could reduce the
number of students allowed to study in the UK by over 60%.
Human Resources
Coastal tourism employs 210,000
people12. This is equivalent to the
telecoms sector, yet the scale of the
industry is little known or recognised
which can present a number of
challenges to recruitment, investment
and future workforce.

Coastal tourism jobs growth is also only achieving a 1% growth rate compared
to national average of 3.6%, Bournemouth and Poole are achieving a higher
rate of growth.
Other human resource issues impacting the industry include:
People 1st state that the pace of growth in the tourism industry is currently
faster than the availability of labour to serve that growth, they state that by
2024, the hospitality and tourism industry needs to recruit 1.3 million staff, if
growth continues at same rate. 13
12

Sheffield Hallam University 2014 http://www4.shu.ac.uk/research/cresr/ourexpertise/seasidetowns-age-austerity
13 People 1st
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• Businesses report a shortage of soft-skills (41%), chefs (66%), housekeeping and front-line roles14 This a national issue, replicated at a local
level as identified in the 2014 business survey undertaken by the NCTA.
• Going forward the industry needs to be flexible to cope with changes in
demand. Women and the semi-retired could be key to meeting that
demand but the number of women in managerial positions across
hospitality and tourism businesses has fallen by 24,000 in the past five
years.15
• The apprenticeship levy for businesses with an employment bill over
£3million per year, is a significant change to UK businesses but overall will
only impact a small number of tourism related businesses in Bournemouth
and Poole.

Digital
The digital revolution continues to
gather pace and impact across all sectors
of the economy including tourism and
the rate of change and innovation is
expected to increase. These changes are
opening up new ways of working and
evolving the visitor offer. These present
some of the greatest threats to
traditional tourism business models and
the greatest opportunities for future
growth.
Infrastructure
Central to meeting these challenges and
opportunities will be a need to upgrade
hardwired infrastructure such as data
cables, telephony and public Wi-Fi to
provide sufficient bandwidth capacity to
accommodate the next generation of 5G
and beyond.

People 1st
15 People 1st
14
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This will enable new services to be provided for new technologies and
applications yet to be developed. The challenge is analogous to Victorian
efforts to provide an effective public sanitation and sewerage system for
London, which helped to facilitate rapid expansion of the city over the past 150
years.
Where practical, infrastructure utility upgrades to support next generation
public Wi-Fi and digital connectivity to tourism businesses should be
incorporated within planned and projected public realm improvements on the
Seafront, Gardens and town centre areas to minimise cost.

Communication channels
There is no doubt that growth in the use
of the internet and developments in
social media have had a profound impact
on the planning, booking, destination
experience and feedback relating to
holidays.
The latest Holiday Trends Survey 2017 produced by BDRC Continental shows
continued growth in this area among consumers. For 52%, online
publicity/advertising is the key source of inspiration for holiday planning
including review sites, search engines, other travel websites. Use of online
sources is strongest in the 18-34 age group but 43% of over 55s used online
sources. In the 18-35 age group the use of social media as a source of influence
is massive – 38% used friend’s social media activity, 24% used an organisation’s
social media page and 19% an organisation’s social media advertising for
planning. As these statistics are so much higher than for other age groups we
can expect a huge growth in the use of social media across all age groups going
forward.
Around 3 in 5 British holiday-makers used a smart phone on their last main
holiday and the use of laptop on holiday has risen from 20% to 30% in the last
2 years. Mobile devices are used to take photos (53%), access apps (44%), for
social networking (39%), texting (38%) and for holiday information from the
internet (36%). The most popular social media channels on holiday are

10

Facebook (57%), YouTube (29%), Instagram (26%), Twitter (26%), WhatsApp
(20%).
User review sites are becoming increasingly important and according to BDRC
one third used Trip Advisor in planning their holiday. Although Trip Advisor is
the most well-known review site, others linked to Online Travel Agencies
(OTAs) such as Expedia, Hotels.com and LateRooms.com are also significant.
Consumer confidence in online review sites has reduced the significance of
national star rating schemes leading to a corresponding decrease in the
proportion of establishments joining these schemes.

Big Data
Powering the opportunities presented
by the digital tech revolution is the
ability to aggregate and harness deep
data to understand and predict
consumer behaviour at an individual
level.
This is achieved through the accumulation of unprecedented levels of data via
the various and expanding digital channels or touch points. The much
heralded ‘internet of things’ and the emergence of consumer artificial
intelligence integrated into smartphones and home devices will lead to major
progress and refinement to anticipate consumer wants and desires in the
future.
This powerful data has the potential to disrupt traditional business patterns
and ways of working within the tourism sector and open up new markets and
ways to engage with visitors. Large resorts and visitor attractions with a strong
or integrated management system will be well placed to play a key role in the
gathering and use of this data.
At a resort level, such as Bournemouth and Poole, key barriers exist around
sharing data particularly within the accommodation sector. These will need to
be overcome if the resort is to maximise some of the opportunities presented.
On the plus side, however, Bournemouth Local Authority has retained a far
stronger management control over key tourism assets than most seaside
11

towns in the UK and so is well placed to play a significant role in facilitating the
collection of big data.
Coastal trends
There is greater evidence of the tourism
industry on the coast working together
and coastal communities are coming
together more frequently for the benefit
of the whole coast. This is evident through
the Coastal Community Team networks and
work of the National Coastal Tourism Academy, New Economics Foundation’s
Blue New Deal and BHA’s Coastal work. However, there is still some
disconnect between rural coast destinations and the more traditional seaside
and coastal tourism product.

Best practice – lessons from Industry
leaders
Visitor Experience

Managing the Visitor Experience has become increasingly important to
businesses over the last decade, with 54% of businesses planning to use it as
part of their marketing16. Delivering a holistic and managed visitor experience
throughout a customer’s journey has proved to lead to success in individual
businesses, such as Disney, where exceptional service is seen as an asset rather

16

Pearlfinder Report (2015) http://standoutmagazine.co.uk/tribe-marketing-square-melon-partner-createplaymaker
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than a cost to the business17. Research shows that visitors who are highly
satisfied with their customer experience are more likely to recommend their
visit, return, and stay longer.
The popularity of brands and experiences where the whole environment is
controlled and managed to present a complete visitor experience, are the
types of products that have seen the greatest growth in the last few years,
both in terms of popularity, brand loyalty and profitability. Products that
include theme parks (Disney), holiday villages (Center Parcs), cruises and allinclusive holidays are increasing in popularity in a consumer environment that
is craving individuality and choice, this is largely due to the ability to own and
manage the complete environment, presenting a holistic and controlled, yet
personalised experience to the consumer.

Destination Management
At a destination level this can be
hard to replicate and the landscape
of destination management in
England over the last few years
dramatically at a national and
local level.

has changed

Over the last few years the NCTA has worked with several coastal destinations
to understand more about their priorities and challenges and the innovative
ways they are working.
The most significant challenge facing all destination organisations on the coast
is funding. This was both in terms of continuing to fund current activity and
funding to support additional projects and priorities. This has led to some
destinations moving towards Destination Marketing Organisations which exist
solely as promotional entities for the destination due to the priorities of their
funders who are largely private sector entities.

17

Harvard Business Review (2014) “Advancing the customer experience” available from:
http://www.disneyinstitutecollateral.com/files/Disney_Institute_HBR_AS_Final_Paper.pdf
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However, other destinations are increasingly moving towards greater
management of the destination and wider place-making. This is particularly
noticeable in locations where the assets are a key driver of the product and
where inward investment and quality of place are important parts of the local
economic strategy.
For coastal destinations where key assets and attractors are often the public
realm (for example the beach, high street, and parks) this approach is proving
increasingly popular and necessary in order to maintain the quality of the
destination and achieve growth. For example, in Blackpool which had been
experiencing a decline in popularity and quality, the local authority decided to
drive change themselves and over the last few years have been taking greater
control of key assets, bringing the ownership of the tower complex and other
key attractions in to the council, but outsourcing the operation with tight
service level agreements, so far this has proved successful and Blackpool is
undergoing a period of change and re-investment.
In Eastbourne, the local authority own and control many of the assets,
including the seafront, pier, and other key leisure facilities. This level of
control is enabling them to drive change and improve the quality of the
attractions and delivery.

Increasingly some destinations are moving more towards place-making or a
more integrated strategy between economic development and tourism, for
example County Durham18 where the Destination Management Organisation
(DMO) has an Investment Evaluation Process for all new tourism related
18

VisitEngland 2014 “Wise Growth Destination Case Study 02: County Durham”
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developments to ensure development is aligned to the wider County’s
priorities and ambitions of the tourism management plan. In Manchester, the
DMO is part of Marketing Manchester which recognises the strong links
between inward investment and the visitor economy.
Across all areas in the UK and internationally, the most successful destinations
are those that have had strong leadership, a clear strategy for destination
management and collaborative partnerships across the public, private and
tertiary sectors.

Government Policies
Industrial Strategy (Green Paper)
The Conservative Government of 2015-17 issued an Industrial Strategy green
paper that seeks to spread economic wealth across the country. Tourism is one
of the few sectors than can genuinely occur in every part of the country and it
can fulfil a number of the 10 Pillars that make up the focus of the strategy:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Investing in science, research and innovation
Developing skills
Upgrading infrastructure
Supporting businesses to start and grow
Improving procurement
Encouraging trade and inward investment
Delivering affordable energy and clean growth
Cultivating world-leading sectors
Driving growth across the whole country
Creating the right institutions to bring together sectors and places
15

The Government has issued an open invitation to industry to put forward
proposals for sector deals that can unlock growth. The tourism industry is
coordinating a sector deal proposal based around four key asks of
Government:
• Industry of Choice: including skills, productivity and competitive advantage.
• Connectivity: Route development, transport infrastructure, visas, and 'final
mile'.
• Industry of the Future: Online resilience, digital, online presence, product
development and competitiveness.
• Regulation: Post Brexit opportunities, Taxation, future-proofing regulation.
The proposal is being coordinated by VisitBritain and DCMS (Department for
Digital, Culture, Media & Sport) and could present a significant opportunity for
the industry to gain investment and support from Government, due to the
nature of the proposals all areas of Britain should benefit and so it’s important
that Bournemouth and Poole participate in the process either directly or
through one of the national bodies.

National Tourism and Coast Strategy
Department for Culture, Media
and Sport (DCMS) - Backing the Tourism
Sector: A Five Point Plan (2015) and
Tourism Action Plan (August 2016)
Supported by the Prime Minster, the Government’s tourism plan officially
recognises the tourism industry as an important sector of the UK economy.
Although the plans acknowledge the economic contribution of Domestic and
International tourism, the core focus is on International or Inbound Visitors to
the UK.
The plans have five key areas of action:
1. The tourism landscape: strengthening co-ordination and collaboration
2. Skills: boosting apprenticeships and attracting more people to careers in
tourism
16

3. Common sense regulation: examining the scope for deregulation
4. Transport: making it easier for visitors to explore by rail, bus and coach
5. A GREAT Welcome: driving continuous improvements in our visa service
Key activities within the plan include the creation of the Tourism Industry
Council as a vehicle for Government to collaborate and liaise with Industry, the
Discover England Fund and how tourism might be incorporated within the
wider Industrial Strategy proposed by the Conservative Government
of 2015-17.

Department for Communities and Local Government
(DCLG) – Coastal Communities

Under the Coalition Government of 2010-15 the “Economic development in
coastal and seaside areas” policy established the Coastal Communities Fund
(CCF) to address many of the challenges highlighted in the 2007 DCLG Select
Committee’s report on coastal towns published in 2007.

17

Support of CCF has continued through the Conservative Government of 20151719. However, the percentage of Crown Estates income used to create the
fund has reduced from 50% - 33% in the round 4 bids, though in absolute
terms the overall fund size remains relatively constant. Round 4 awarded in
April 2017 received £241m of applications and has funded approximately
£40m of mainly capital based projects including the £5.6m Dorset Coast Forum
bid which Bournemouth and Poole will benefit from.

Other coastal communities’ activities within DCLG include:
• Coastal Communities Teams (CCTs) – created in June 2015, there are now
146 CCTs including the Dorset Coast CCT which covers Bournemouth and
Poole.
• Coastal Revival Fund – a £3m fund to support seaside heritage in 2015,
there are no indication of further rounds at present

19

https://www.gov.uk/Government/policies/economic-development-in-coastal-and-seaside-areas
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Coastal deprivation
An ONS study on the social make-up of coastal communities highlighted that
coastal communities have a higher than average population with a long-term
health problem (7%), some of the most elderly populations in the country (20%
over 65, compared to 16% national average), 31% of residents working parttime and a net outflow of commuters20.
Generally, at borough council level, Bournemouth is a-typical to this trend, and
using the data tables from that ONS study it shows that Bournemouth has a
lower than average number of people with a long-term health problem (5%),
only 18% of the population aged over 65, and employment rates in line with
the England wide averages – which are lower than the Coastal Communities
levels.

Similarly, Poole is largely a-typical to coastal communities, it also has a lower
than average level of people with long-term health problems (5%), a very low
unemployment level although the number of people over 65 is similar to other
coastal communities at 20%.
Both areas have a more educated population than the averages for coastal
communities.

20

2011 Census: Coastal Communities (28 October 2014), Office for National Statistics
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British Tourist Authority:
VisitBritain and VisitEngland
The structure of tourism at national
level has undergone, and is still
amidst, a period of significant
change following the triennial review of
VisitEngland and VisitBritain at the end of 2015.
Prior to the triennial review, Visit England had been leading on “England: A
Strategic Framework for Tourism 2010-2020” the strategy was undergoing a
mid-point review and a new “headline growth strategy” had been presented to
industry for consultation in March 2015 – though the feedback received
through the consultation process was published, a final strategy report was
never produced. As such this report considers the proposed structure as the
most recent national reflection of the tourism industry’s priorities and
direction:
The purpose of the growth strategy was to build a globally competitive tourism
industry that could act as a key driver to the economy and of local prosperity
across England.
There were three key objectives:
• To strengthen the competitiveness of businesses and England’s tourism
offer
• To increase the contribution of tourism to the English economy
• To increase tourism employment and local prosperity
Broadly, the proposals focussed on Product Development, Skills, Marketing,
Business Support and improving infrastructure. Although the revised strategy
was never formalised, developments since 2015, including the creation of the
Discover England Fund, broadly support the focus on product development.
Business support continues to be a service provided by VisitEngland in the new
structure and although greatly reduced, domestic marketing for England is still
a priority.

20

National Coastal Tourism Academy (NCTA)
– Coastal Visitor Economy: Vision,
Strategy and Action Plan (2017)
Set up by Bournemouth Borough Council
in 2013 with the trade and Bournemouth
University as active partners and funded
by the Government’s Coastal Communities
Fund, the NCTA remit is to understand the nature of coastal tourism and
identify opportunities for growth. The NCTA has amassed a significant resource
of research on coastal tourism and growth markets, which was published in its
report “Coastal Tourism in 2016”21, and it is now recognised as the lead
organisation for coastal tourism nationally.
The recommendations from the 2016 Coastal Tourism report, in consultation
with the coastal tourism industry, have resulted in the creation of a strategy
for coastal tourism development in England. Its overall vision is to create
“Vibrant distinctive coastal communities working together to make the coast a
desirable place to live, work and visit – providing people with meaningful
experiences and opportunities to grow the coastal visitor economy.”
The plan is structured around four key objectives:
• Improving the Visitor Economy to support wider sustainable growth
• Develop a quality experience, distinctive activities and places to visit
• Greater working together
• Presenting a positive image of the coast
A working group is now being established to oversee and support
implementation of the actions highlighted in the plan.
Bournemouth and Poole’s support of the National Coastal Tourism Academy
has enabled both entities to raise the profile of coastal tourism and
Bournemouth and Poole’s position as a leading and innovative coastal
destination.

21

https://coastaltourismacademy.co.uk/resource-hub/resource/2016-coastal-tourism
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British Hospitality Association (BHA)
– Creating Coastal Powerhouses (2016)22
The BHA paper calls for a “coordinated
Coastal Investment Strategy to drive the
regeneration of coastal communities” and suggests a 7- Point Coastal Action
Plan, which includes:
• Request for Government to appoint a ‘Seaside Tsar’ to oversee a Coastal
Investment Strategy.
• Coastal Action Groups.
• A Progressive Tax Environment reducing the rate of VAT on accommodation
and attractions.
• Creation of Coastal Enterprise Zones.
• Investment in infrastructure including broadband, flood defences, rail and
road connections.
• Improved education and training provision for young people and adults.
• Support for Local Authorities to tackle social issues and housing problems
The launch of the plan received national media attention but at present there
are no further plans for additional activity by BHA relating to this paper.

22

https://www.bha.org.uk/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Creating-Coastal-Powerhouses-1.pdf
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Summary – National policy
At national level the Government is recognising the contribution tourism
industry can make towards growing the economy, one of the few sectors to
continue to grow throughout the 2007 – 2011 recession, and therefore
Government is providing more support to deliver change. The focus remains
on new income and therefore international inbound visitors to the UK. Coastal
issues are receiving Government support but the level of attention is
significantly below that needed. Change in coastal tourism is happening, but
it’s being driven by the industry. Bournemouth and Poole need to continue to
work with the national tourist board and other national bodies to ensure
they retain a national profile as the premier coastal resort.

Key points:
•
•
•
•
•

Wider recognition by Government of tourism as key
economic sector and willingness to engage
Focus on international inbound visitors
Product development is key priority delivered through
Discover England Fund
Skills development is focused on apprenticeships
Coastal development is focused through Coastal
Communities Teams and largely capital projects
23

National Tourism PEST analysis

Political
•
•
•
•
•
•

Economic
•

Industrial Strategy key opportunity
for tourism
Recognition of tourism by DCMS
and Prime Minister’s Office
Lack of England-wide agreed
tourism strategy
Impact of Brexit negotiations
unknown
Lower priority on Coastal
Communities than needed
Seaside destinations often “swing”
seats

•
•
•

•

Social
•
•

•

Tourism and leisure now considered
core priority by most consumers but
real disposable income falling as
cost of living increases faster than
wages
Uncertainty of Brexit process
Fluctuations in Exchange rates – UK
more competitive but supply costs
increase
Impact of terrorism on safety
perception by overseas visitors,
investment and spending
Rising importance of ‘experience
economy’

Technology
•

Ageing population, opportunity with
more semi-retired active
Conventional family changing, need
to be flexible in family rates and
facilities
Under 35s more global in travel
habits than previous generations,
very spontaneous booking decisions

•
•
•
•

24

Importance of social media through
customer journey – across all age
groups not just under 35s
Expectation of free Wi-Fi and good
mobile reception in all areas
Information provision makes the
world more accessible and
therefore competition even greater
Smart destinations and Big data –
how can be used to personalise and
improve the visitor experience
Creative industries one of fastest
growing sectors, how can work
together? Especially given growing
network of creative businesses in
Bournemouth and Poole

Regional Perspective – Dorset
This section considers:
• Regional tourism data
• Dorset LEP strategy
• Regional trends & considerations

Tourism and the regional economy
Dorset is considered to be a beautiful county with stunning coastline,
attractive rural landscape and villages and some of the best resorts in the
country. It also has a successful tourism industry that capitalises on these
natural resources and has developed an infrastructure of visitor
accommodation, attractions, activities and events that can also draw on the
rich cultural heritage of the County. Tourism is a leading contributor to the
overall economic well‐being of Dorset; it sustains and supports a significant
number of jobs.
The importance of tourism to the county is clear and in 2015 it attracted just
over 3.5m staying visitors and 25 m day visitors generating a total spend of
£1.8 billion and 12% of all employment, supported by tourism activity.
Within the South West region, Dorset accounts for 16% of all domestic staying
trips, 15% of all overseas staying trips and 17% of tourism day visits.
The breakdown of visitor spending in Dorset in 2015 is as follows:
UK staying visitors
Overseas staying visitors
Total staying visitors
Day visitors
Total
Other visitor related
spend
Total visitor related spend

Trips
3,193,000
346,000
3,539,000
25,164,000
28,703,000

Nights
11,619,000
3,425,000
15,044,000

Spend
£ 671,780,000
£ 214,286,000
£ 886,066,000
£ 855,056,000
£ 1,741,122,000
£ 59,125,000
£ 1,800,247,000
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Employment in tourism in the county is significant with an estimated 44,840
people employed as a result of the tourism industry directly.
These are made up of:

Employment in tourism

➢ Direct employment ‐ those working in
➢ businesses in receipt of visitor spending
➢ Indirect employment – jobs as a result of
expenditure by tourism businesses
➢ Induced employment – jobs as a result of
spending by tourism business employees

6391
8763

Direct employment

29686

Indirect employment

Induced employment

DORSET – Domestic Staying Visitors 2011 – 2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

UK staying visitor
trips
3,251,000
3,149,000
3,117,000
3,098,000
3,193,000

% Year on year
change
-3.14
1.02
0.61
3.07

UK staying
visitors spend
£568,000,000
£607,000,000
£649,000,000
£681,660,000
£671,780,000

% Year on year
change
6.87
6.92
5.03
-1.45

The table shows that staying visitors have remained relatively stable in recent
years although spend was down in 2015.

Regional Strategy
Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP)
Dorset LEP Strategic Economic Plan
Dorset LEP’s vision as set out in the 2015
version of the Strategic Economic Plan states that:
“By 2033 Dorset will be one of Britain’s Core City-Regions, and the most
sustainable of these. Its competitiveness will be driven by innovation”
The LEPs aims and objectives are focused on improving productivity and
centred around themes of Prosperity, People and Places.
The strategic plan and subsequent Key Sectors Report shows the Tourism and
Leisure sector as a high importance but medium quality sector for Dorset,
significantly underestimating the value the sector provides to Dorset and the
26

opportunities that the sector can provide for the county. Retail and Food and
Drink, key components of the Visitor Economy, are rated even lower and
recommended not to be a focus area for the LEP. The tourism calculations
used in the Key Sectors report have large discrepancies to the Economic
Impact Study completed for the sector23. The main reason is that it is not
possible to accurately define the scale and value of the tourism ‘industry’
through the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) System since it is an
amalgam of business often reflected in other SIC codes such as retailing,
agriculture, transport etc. Hence it is frequently seriously under-valued.
Based on the key sector ratings, the Visitor Economy does not feature in the
top four key sectors for the LEP.
However, the LEP does recognise the scale of
tourism to Dorset, one of the few LEPs in the
country to have a dedicated tourism
representative on the board and recently
adopting the Dorset Tourism Association
(borne out of the Destination Management
Plan referenced above and funded by the LEP)
as an official sub-group of the LEP.

Dorset Destination Management
Plan 2014-2018
The Dorset Destination Management Plan
was funded by the LEP to understand the
opportunities for growth in tourism, help
coordinate and strengthen tourism in Dorset,
working in partnership with existing tourism
structures and brands but providing increased
voice for the industry.

23

SWRC 2015 Economic Impact of Tourism in Dorset calculate employment in tourism as 44,480 total jobs,
33,638 FTE jobs. The Key Sector Report undertaken for the LEP shows Tourism employment as 27,010 jobs.
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It has five strategic priorities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

To raise the profile of Dorset as a visitor destination
To capitalise on Dorset’s inherent resources; coast and countryside
To enhance quality and distinctiveness
To support tourism businesses and human resource development
To strengthen delivery structures and processes

Since the launch of the plan, the Dorset Tourism Association (DTA) has been
established and is now officially recognised as a sub-group of the LEP. The
association is largely a trade group supporting coordination and amplification
of existing activity. Bournemouth and Poole should continue to work in
partnership with the DTA to strengthen the tourism community and voice in
the county and provide clear, consistent messaging to the LEP, national
Government and key organisations.

Dorset Culture and Tourism Action Plan 2015–2018
Structured around the visitor experience, the Dorset Culture and Tourism
strategy focuses on bringing the two sectors together, bringing the destination
to life through the cultural offer and enhancing the overall visitor experience,
specifically the action plan focuses on:
• Culture Welcome - Visitors are welcomed through planning and deciding to
visit Dorset to being back at home and remembering their visit;
• Clear Information - Information is visitor-focused, relevant and in
appropriate formats
• Culture Dorset - A year-round cultural offer
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• Infrastructure and Research - Focuses on culture and tourism working
together.
This programme of work has widespread support through the cultural sector
and should be welcomed and encouraged to continue to work across sectors
to realise the full benefits of partnership.
Further detail on the market opportunities for Cultural tourism is presented in
the Market Changes section of this document.

Key considerations at regional level
Working with the Dorset Tourism Association and through the tourism related
board members of the LEP will be key to raising the profile of tourism in the
LEP and driving economic growth and investment in the sector. Focusing on
productivity and how addressing seasonality can improve productivity in the
tourism sector as well as communicating the benefits of tourism to support
wider economic growth and inward investment and meet the wider aims of
the LEP and therefore the Government are important.
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Local Perspective – Bournemouth and
Poole
This section considers:
• Local tourism data
• Local tourism strategy
• Economic development context
• Place-making and residential impact

Tourism and the economy
There is no doubt that Bournemouth and Poole
has a strong appeal. This is already attracting
more than 10m visitors a year spending around
£741m including associated visitor spend.
Bournemouth & Poole Tourism Data 2015
No of Trips
1,201,000
192,000
1,393,000
9,356,000
10,749,000

Domestic Tourists
Overseas Tourists
Total Tourists
Day Visitors
Total
Other visitor related
spend
Total spend
Source: South West Research Company

No of Nights
3,836,000
1,852,000
5,688,000

Direct Spend
£ 252,452,000
£ 120,443,000
£ 372,895,000
£ 339,549,000
£712,444,000
£ 28,194,000
£740,638,000

Most significant in terms of spend are the 1.4m tourists staying at least one
night in the conurbation and spending £373m in 2015. This spend is nearly
matched (almost £340m) by day visitors estimated at 9,356,000 in 2015.
These figures have been estimated by South West Research Company using
the Cambridge Economic Model. This combines both national tourism surveys
and regional/local data. A summary of the data for 2015 is shown below.
These estimates have been produced annually as part of a wider Dorset study
for several years. In terms of volume, Poole and Bournemouth receives 39% of
Dorset’s staying visitor trips and 42% of staying visitor spend.
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Employment in the area in tourism is significant with an estimated 12,126
people directly employed as a result of the tourism industry. These are made
up of:
Tourism employment
businesses in

➢ Direct employment ‐ those working in
receipt of visitor spending
➢ Indirect employment – jobs as a result
expenditure by tourism businesses
➢ Induced employment – jobs as a result
spending by tourism business employees

1102

of

2808
8216

of
Direct employment

Indirect employment

Induced employment

Bournemouth & Poole Staying visitors 2011 - 2015
Staying Trips
2011
1,529,000
2012
1,436,000
2013
1,434,000
2014
1,390,000
2015
1,393,000
Source: South West Tourism Company

% change year on
year
8.21%
-6.-9%
-0.14%
-3.07%
0.22%

Staying visitor
spend
£ 343,713,000
£ 344,339,000
£ 353,770,000
£ 359,175,000
£ 372,895,000

% change year on
year
17.36%
0.18%
2.67%
1.50%
3.68%

The table shows the upward trend in expenditure by overnight visitors but with
shorter stays.

Local Strategy
Bournemouth and Poole Strategic Tourism
Framework 2008
The previous tourism framework for Bournemouth and Poole has three
principal strategic priorities:
• Attracting – targeted marketing and development initiatives
• Welcoming – quality of delivery
• Sustaining – green and balanced industry
The framework has two further areas of particular action:
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• Partnership – ensuring appropriate delivery structures
• Intelligence – research to guide decision making
Beneath these strategic principles were a series of action areas and detailed
action plan for delivery.
Although there were some areas of significant progress under the previous
strategy, notably in the joint PR activity, Coast with the Most campaigns and
advance of Green Tourism Membership, the landscape of tourism has changed
significantly since 2008 and therefore while the top-level aspirations of the
previous framework are still relevant, the priority and associated actions
attributed to each need further consideration.

Cabinet reports: Bournemouth and Poole Tourism
and Seafront Services – Joint Working March 2017
& July 2017

Proposals put to the Cabinets of Bournemouth Borough Council and Borough
of Poole in March 2017 and July 2017 approved the joint working for
Bournemouth and Poole including the creation of:
• A joint management team for delivery of Seafront Operations, Marketing
and Events, and Destination Development and Strategy for Bournemouth
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and Poole to start July 2017 and be implemented gradually over the next
three years
• A fully integrated staffing structure.
• A single joint Tourism Management Board from the existing Bournemouth
Tourism and Poole Tourism Management Boards

The proposal will see improvements to efficiencies and revenue as well as
remove inconsistencies in service provision across Bournemouth and Poole.
Supported by officers, members and the tourism trade sector in both local
authority areas, each destination will also retain and strengthen their own
unique identities. This will be an important consideration if the destinations
are to maximise the opportunities for growth in the visitor economy.

Bournemouth and Poole existing tourism strategies
In reviewing the local Bournemouth and Poole based tourism strategies24
there are some strong areas of common ground. Both are seeking a high
quality or world class experience; an all-round destination offer that is resilient
and profitable and a development programme that builds on the quality of the
existing offer and protects the natural and built assets through wise growth.

24

Bournemouth Tourism Strategy 2011 – 2020, Poole’s strategic Tourism Priorities 2016-2025 and
Bournemouth Tourism Management Board’s vision and strategic intents 2015
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Poole focuses on its desire to become the leading resource for innovation and
cutting edge digital marketing. Bournemouth highlights the importance of the
sector working together, building and maintaining the strong reputation of the
destination.
The new strategy for Bournemouth and Poole should seek to act as an
umbrella strategy for the area, incorporating the best thinking that has
developed the existing local tourism strategies which have been designed to
retain the distinct sense of place and branding for each area.

Wider local context

Key points:
•

The Business Improvement Districts are a key
partner to improving the visitor experience and
supporting tourism in Bournemouth and Poole
• At a wider economic level, there is a relative low
priority placed on tourism or absence of
recognition of the contribution it makes to the
area
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Local Authority
Bournemouth Borough Council priorities are to achieve:
• An Efficient Council – working in partnership, making good use of resources
and investing in its people
• An Improving Environment – including development of the seafront, quality
of the built environment and protecting parks and other green spaces.
• A Thriving Economy – improving the night time economy, investing in
tourism and being a smart and connected town.
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Borough of Poole priorities include:
• Promoting Poole’s economic growth and regeneration by attracting
investment in business, housing and jobs for all – with sustainable growth, a
revitalised town centre and quay, a focus on the Poole Maritime Festival,
and joint working with other key strategic bodies including the LEP.
• Protecting and enhancing Poole’s beautiful environment in a sustainable
way so that it is a great place to live, work and play – includes ensuring
public spaces are safe, clean and attractive, improving the quality of the
parks, beaches and open space and maintaining quality leisure and cultural
opportunities.
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Business Improvement Districts (BIDs)
Poole Business Improvement District
Poole BID area covers the Town centre and the Quay.
The business plan has four key areas of activity:
• Marketing and events – improving the customer experience, arranging
events to attract people at key trading periods, consider attracting different
markets, introduce Wi-Fi
• Improve the street scene
• Safe and secure – employ BID ambassador
• “Your voice and bottom line” – negotiating better deals for BID members,
BID events and communications.

Bournemouth Town Centre Business
Improvement District 2017-2022
The Town Centre BID has recently been voted – in for a second term.
Established in 2012, it has already contributed to improved signage across
Bournemouth, employed a team of ‘Rangers’ who among other tasks are
equipped to provide visitor information and provide a warm welcome and
most notably the Town Centre BID has significantly improved the Christmas
events programme. Footfall since 2012 has increased 12% compared to a
national decrease of 1.1%.
The business plan for the next five years focuses on:
• Marketing and promotion – on-going support of makeitbournemouth.co.uk
website and partnership support for promotion of the town.
• Events – continued focus on Christmas events as well as exploring other
events throughout the year and across the town centre areas
• Safe and secure – including continued support of Rangers programme
• Clean and green – improvements to street scene and most notably litter
collection
• One business voice – on town centre matters such as planning, also b2b
communications
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Bournemouth Coastal Business
Improvement District 2017-2022
The Coastal BID has also achieved a second term. In its first term the Coastal
BID contributed significantly to tourism, especially the development of events,
off-season promotions and supporting the business events sector.
The business plan for the next five years is focused on delivering benefits to
the eight areas of the BID area and centred around four key objectives:
•
•
•
•

Investing in our communities
Inspiring people to return
Inviting more residents and visitors
Involving, informing and supporting

The Coastal BID will be a key partner in the delivery of tourism to the area and
significant supporter of aspirations to achieve a year-round destination.

Local Authority Economic Development Plans
Poole Economic Development Strategy and Action Plan 2014-2019
Tourism is mentioned in the Poole
Economic Development Strategy but
it is not identified as a key sector or
priority, except for the European
Maritime Day in Poole in May 2017
and a Borough of Poole Project to work
with BU to commission research on
Poole’s Tourism offer and USP.
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Bournemouth Economic Development Strategy and Action Plan
Tourism is recognised as a key sector
for Bournemouth in the Economic
Development plans. The plans also
note the importance of the LEP to
drive funding and investment in the
area.

In relation to the visitor economy, the plans include continuing to:
• Improve the night-time economy
• Build a smart and connected digital town
• Invest in our tourism economy – including the Seafront strategy and
Business Event
Focused around the themes of Business Growth, Physical Development and
Business Sustainability the importance of partnerships with private and public
sector, building on key strengths and clear proactive approach to the economic
narrative of the town are key recommendations.
The recognition of the importance of tourism in the wider economic
development is important though the strategy could go further to reference
the importance of tourism and provide links to the tourism related framework.
Using the wider economic development teams in Bournemouth and Poole to
build understanding of the importance of tourism to the LEP will be vital going
forward.
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Places to live, work and visit – understanding
the impact on residents
Although the destination is popular with tourists its wealth of natural assets,
visitor attractions and facilities also makes Bournemouth and Poole attractive
places to live and work. The range of restaurants, shops and entertainment
venues would not all be economically viable, particularly during the winter
months, without the local demand generated from the 330,000 people living in
the conurbation.

Although there is sometimes a perception that residents do not welcome
tourists, research in 2013 through the Bournemouth Borough Council E-panel
showed that Bournemouth residents are positive about the benefits that
visitors bring.
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To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements:

% Agree

% Disagree

Bournemouth benefits from better facilities and events
because it is a tourist destination

88

12

Tourists cause unacceptable congestion and put pressure
on the transport system

40

60

I think there are too many visitors to Bournemouth

15

85

We should do more to encourage visitors to the town

81

19

Tourism provides wide ranging employment opportunities

89

11

Visitors to Bournemouth are made to feel welcome by
residents

80

20

The research also showed that of key features that attract visitors to
Bournemouth the most important for residents are:

Percentage
39%

Beach/seafront
91%

52%

Gardens
Restaurants/cafes

Recognising that the tourism assets contribute to making Bournemouth and
Poole a great place to live and work for residents is key to understanding the
interdependencies and importance of tourism to the wider economy.
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Product review: The Destination of
Bournemouth and Poole – its tourism assets,
accessibility and facilities
This section considers:
• An introduction to the area as a tourist destination and audit of
key tourism assets
• Consideration of accessibility and transport
• Accommodation assessment
• Developments
• Review of structure of tourism and management of destination

Overview of key assets
The destination’s key asset is the beach and its setting around the bay. The 10
miles of award winning sandy beach is undoubtedly the main attractor to the
area. Stretching from Hengistbury Head to the entrance to Poole Harbour the
wide sandy beach with its excellent range of beach facilities is recognised as
one of the best beaches in Britain. Almost as important is the attractive
landscape with amazing coastal views from the cliff and at various locations
throughout the area. Respondents to the Seafront Survey in 2015 identified
the following as reasons for coming to the beach:

Reason to visit
Uninterrupted sea views

Safety/lifeguards
Reason to visit
East to get to

Clean sandy beaches

75%

80%

85%

90%
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95%

100%

98% of those interviewed would recommend the beach to others.
In addition, Poole Harbour, the second largest natural harbour in the world is
not only very attractive and of interest to bird watchers and other wildlife
enthusiasts but also offers a range of opportunities to get onto and into the
water.

Further tourism assets include a range of both regionally significant and locally
interesting visitor attractions, a good retail offer with a mix of high street
brands and more niche shopping opportunities and an eclectic mix of food and
drink outlets.

The substantial accommodation sector ranging from luxury hotels to small
B&Bs plus a variety of self-catering options including properties to rent,
camping and caravanning facilities meets the demand of all markets.
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The combined facilities of Bournemouth and Poole probably represents one of
the most comprehensive offers anywhere in the country in terms of water
sports opportunities. With both gentle harbour waters and more open beach
conditions both beginners and more experienced water sports enthusiasts can
enjoy kite-surfing, windsurfing, paddle boarding, canoeing and kayaking with
both lessons and equipment hire available. There are excellent surfing and
body boarding facilities on the Bournemouth beaches and sailing and power
boating opportunities within Poole harbour.

An analysis of the assets in tourism terms of Bournemouth and Poole follows.
For each feature, we have assessed its importance as an attractor to the area
and have attributed a score in relation to its significance. The table at the end
summarises the range and significance of the tourism assets.
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Audit of Key Tourism Assets
NATURAL ATTRACTIONS

Resource

Description

Primary or
supporting
resource

Quality in
relation to
competition
(5 = high)

Ownership/
management

Beach

10 miles of excellent
sandy beach with blue
flag status. Range of
visitor facilities
including beach huts,
cafes and restaurants,
sports facilities, first
aid and lifeguards

Primary

Coastal Views

Exceptional extensive
views of Poole Bay
across to Hengistbury
Head, Isle of Wight and
Old Harry along cliff
top

Primary

Poole Harbour

Second largest natural
harbour in the world
important for wildlife
and water sports and
location of Brownsea
Island. Major shipping
channel for working
port and destination
for cross channel
ferries
Historic quayside,
location of harbour
cruises, Poole Pottery,
Cockle Trail, Poole
Museum, events,
shops and
entertainment

Primary

Poole Harbour
Commissioners

4.5

Primary

BoP

4

Water sports facilities
on the lake along with
tennis courts, bowling
green, Poole Park
railway and Soft Play
and ice rink at the Ark
Over 130 acres of
parkland, shoreline
and formal estate
gardens in Dorset,
event venue

Supporting

BoP

3

Poole Quay

Poole Park

Upton Country
Park

Beach facilities
managed by
BBC and BoP –
recognised as
excellent
standard

5

4.5

Supporting
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3

Notes

Requires active
management to
maintain quality

Hengistbury
Head

Visitor Centre and
nature reserve with
dramatic cliffs,
outstanding wildlife
and land train link

Supporting

BBC

3.5

Bournemouth
Gardens

Extensive award
winning gardens with
trails and venue for
events

Supporting

BBC

3

Recognised for
excellence and
good link
between town
and beach

VISITOR ATTRACTIONS

Resource

Description

Primary or
supporting
resource

Quality in
relation to
competition
(5 = high)

Ownership/
management

Brownsea
Island trips

Island in the middle of
Poole Harbour with
variety of wildlife

Primary

National Trust

4

Russell Cotes
Art Gallery and
Museum

Extensive collection
housed in magnificent
building with sea views

Supporting

BBC

3.5

Oceanarium

Regionally significant
aquarium with
collections of local and
foreign species. Open
all year
Variety of spectacular
gardens with more
than 3000 plants
Museum telling history
of historic maritime
town of Poole housed
in Victorian quayside
warehouse

Supporting

Private

3.5

Supporting

Private

3

Supporting

BoP

2

Large entertainment
complex on outskirts
of Poole including
Splashdown water
park, cinemas, other
entertainment and
restaurants
Watch skilled potters
at work, paint your
own pot plus retail
outlet
Cinema supported by
range of branded
restaurants and bars

Supporting

Private

3

Supporting

Private

2

Supporting

Various

3.5

Compton Acres

Poole Museum

Tower Park

Poole Pottery

BH2
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Notes

Rock Reef

Littledown
Centre
Dolphin Pool

and other
entertainment events
Adventure sport
centre including
world’s first pier to
shore zip wire
Large swimming pool
with flumes plus gym
and fitness equipment
Large swimming pool
in Poole town centre
with children’s pool
and gym

Supporting

Private

3

Supporting

BH Live

3.5

Supporting

Important
attraction for
family market

3

RETAIL OFFER

Resource

Bournemouth

Poole

Southbourne
Castlepoint

Ashley Cross

Boscombe

Westbourne

Description

Range of multiples and
a few private retail
outlets located on 2
sides of Bournemouth
Square
Range of multiples and
some private retail
outlets centre on
indoor Dolphin Square
Shopping area to east
of Bournemouth
Shopping centre
inland, mostly
multiples
Range of restaurants
and bars. Area for
night-time economy in
Poole
Quirky shopping area
with both chain stores
and heritage type
shops and some cafes
Upmarket shopping
area to West of
Bournemouth with
mostly boutique/
independent shops
huge variety of places
to eat

Primary or
supporting
resource

Quality in
relation to
competition
(5 = high)

Ownership/
management

Supporting

Multiple

3.5

Supporting

Multiple

2

Supporting

Various

2

Supporting

Various

4

Supporting

Various

3

Supporting

Various

3

Supporting

Various

3
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Notes

Significant
contribution to
overall visitor
experience

EVENTS

Resource

Description

Primary or
supporting
resource

Quality in
relation to
competition
(5= high)

Ownership/
management

Bournemouth
Air Festival

Largest festival of its
kind in Europe
attracting up to a
million visitors over 4
days in late summer

Primary

BBC

5

Arts by the Sea

Regular arts festival

Supporting

BBC

3

Bournemouth
Food Festival
Bournemouth
Fireworks
Poole Harbour
Boat Show
Beach Polo
Championships
Rugby Sevens
Poole Quay
events
programme

Poole Goes
Vintage
Folk on the
Quay

Supporting

2

Supporting

3

Held annually on Poole
Quay

Primary

PHC

Held annually on
Sandbanks Beach
Held annually at
Chapel Gate
Weekly events
programme on the
Quay including Dream
Machines (Bike nights)
and fireworks
Held annually on Poole
Quay
Held annually on Poole
Quay

Supporting

2

Primary

4

Notes

Major festival
bringing new
visitors to
Bournemouth –
will remain
strong part of
tourism offer –
but only for 4
days
Not on scale of
Arts festivals
elsewhere –
underfunded

3

Primary

BoP

4

Supporting

BoP

2.5

Supporting

BoP

2

ACTIVITIES

Resource

Harbour
Cruises

Description

Trips around the
harbour, to Swanage,
Jurassic Coast and
Brownsea Island from

Primary or
supporting
resource
Primary

Ownership/
management

Various
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Quality in
relation to
competition
(5 high to 1)
5

Notes

Water sports

Poole Quay and
Sandbanks. Includes
both gentle cruises
and powerboat rides
Huge variety of water
sports available
including sailing,
windsurfing,
kitesurfing, kayaking,
surfing, paddle
boarding,
wakeboarding in Poole
Harbour and from the
beach

Primary

Water sports
Academy, Surf
Steps/Sorted,
Rockley

5

Excellent
resource but
relatively small
market,
additional
attraction as
visual backdrop

Various

3

Bournemouth
excellent base
for golfing break
– opportunity
for further
development
and promotion

Golf

Large number of good
quality municipal
courses, private clubs
and driving ranges
within and around the
conurbation

Supporting

Walking

10 mile walk along the
beach plus variety of
other walks through
parks, gardens etc.

Supporting

4

Cycling

Bike Hire plus number
of marked cycle ways.
Restricted cycling
along the promenade
Several clubs and
courses around town.
Home of major open
events

Supporting

4

Tennis

Supporting

Various

3

CULTURAL AND SPORTING FACILITIES

Resource

Description

Bournemouth
Pavilion

Traditional theatre
with a year-round
programme of shows

Bournemouth
International
Centre

Concert and exhibition
hall hosting range of
events throughout the
year
Based at Lighthouse
Poole’s Centre for the
Arts, offering regular
regionally important

Bournemouth
symphony
Orchestra

Primary or
supporting
resource
Mostly
supportingoccasionally
primary
A few
primary,
mostly
supporting
Supporting
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Quality in
relation to
competition
(5 high to 1)

Ownership/
management

BH Live

3

BH Live

3

4

Notes

Programme of
events provides
useful added
value
Programme of
events provides
useful added
value

Lighthouse,
Poole’s Centre
for the Arts

AFC
Bournemouth

concerts particularly
out of main season
The only multi-space
venue with 4 auditoria
in the S West. Largest
outside London.
Programme of national
and international
theatre, dance, music,
contemporary circus
and film.
Premiership football
club

Pavilion Dance

Brownsea Open
air Theatre
O2 Academy
Other clubs

Annual event

Mostly
supportingoccasionally
primary

Poole Arts Trust
Ltd

4.5

Primary

4.5

Mostly
supportingoccasionally
primary
Supporting

4

Promotion to
premiership has
raised profile
hugely

2

Concert venue
Range of clubs and
pubs with live music

3
3

SUMMARY OF ASSETS

Resource

Natural
attractions

Visitor
Attractions

Retail Offer

Events

Description

10 miles of sandy
beach with Blue flag
status, exceptional
extensive coastal
views, large natural
harbour and a variety
of parks and gardens.
Bird life in Poole
Harbour
Key attractions are
Brownsea Island,
Oceanarium, Compton
Acres and RussellCotes Art Gallery.
Range of smaller
attractions
Retail opportunities in
a variety of locations
including multiples and
some
boutique/independent
shops
Air Festival is a major
international event

Quality in
relation to
competition
(5 high to 1)

Primary or
supporting
resource

Ownership/
management

Primary

Various

4.5

Key tourism
asset

Supporting

Various

3.5

Supporting

Various

3

Number and
scale of visitor
attractions is
limited in
relation to size
and nature of
destination
Retail offer
varies
significantly
across the area

Primary (Air
Festival)

Various

4
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Notes

Activities

Cultural and
Sporting
Facilities
History/Heritage

with a number of
smaller ones and
regular programme
during the summer
Huge range of water
sports plus
opportunities for
walking, cycling and
golf
3 large performance
entertainment venues
and premier football
club
Poole old town,
maritime history

Primary

Various

5

Primary

Various

3

Primary

BoP

3

Significant
growth
potential
including
backdrop for
area

Accessibility and Transport
Bournemouth, Poole and Dorset Local District Plan
The Local Transport Plan (LTP) for Bournemouth, Poole and Dorset sets out to
deliver first class transport that helps to deliver a variety of objectives including
economic growth and improved quality of life.

In particular, it identifies the need to improve the reliability and predictability
of journey times for local routes for purposes of business and tourism, to shift
to more sustainable travel and improve connectivity within Dorset. The key
economic outcome is to reduce congestion and having less seasonal variation
in traffic flows and increase business confidence in road rail and air networks.
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The LTP highlights tourism related challenges and actions related to economic
growth, accessibility, environment and health and safety Economic Growth
o reduce the need to travel, manage the network more efficiently,
provide alternatives to the car and invest in targeted
infrastructure capacity
o improve bus corridors, park and ride and transport hubs.
o maintain and enhance rail connections and develop the Airport as
a transport hub
o work with tourist boards, hoteliers and key attractions to ensure
networks meet the needs of tourists.
o take into consideration the impact of local economies when
setting car parking policies

Accessibility
• more personalised and accessible travel information – use of
digital technology and mobile devices
• Implementation of cashless smartcard ticketing
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Climate Change
• Develop visitor management practices and visitor travel plans for
attractions supported by multi operator travel cards
Better Safety and health
• Safer high quality cycle networks linking to transport hubs

Improve Quality of Life
• Support sustainable tourism in Dorset which respects a highquality environment and encourages street scenes and public
realm to contribute to a thriving town.
• Make Dorset a leader in green tourism and people proud of an
attractive vibrant town
• Promote sustainable access to visitor attractions and supporting
green networks for walking and cycling and improving links to
leisure and tourism facilities.
• Create welcoming accessible environments for walkers and
cyclists.
Poole and Bournemouth are developing a Joint Transport Plan scheduled to be
finalised in November. This will pick up actions related to the challenges and
outcomes of the current LTP and give the opportunity for The Tourism industry
to have input and align with the Strategic direction that is to be developed
from this Strategic Overview.
Bournemouth and Poole are accessible to many main centres of population
particularly London and the South East although connections are not as good
as the distances might suggest.
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Airport
Bournemouth International Airport
mainly serves a variety of domestic
and European destinations.

Ferry Services
There are daily ferry services to
Poole from the Channel Islands
and France. The majority of
visitors arriving on the ferry do not
stay in the area but travel on to
other parts of the country
(although there are no statistics
available to validate this anecdotal
evidence).

Roads
Drive time from London and the South
East is under 2 hours although the popularity
of the area means roads – particularly the
A31 across the New Forest - are often
congested at busy periods.
Travel between Poole and Bournemouth can also be busy so encourage use of
public transport. The relatively recent addition of the ‘Welcome to
Bournemouth’ sign on the A338 as you approach Bournemouth has improved
visitors’ introduction to the area.
There are regular coach services from London Victoria, Heathrow and Gatwick
and direct services to the West and Midlands.
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Rail
With railway stations in Bournemouth
and Poole there is a good rail link from
London with two trains an hour on most
days. There are also cross country links
to the Midlands and Northern England.
Train is also useful for travel between
Bournemouth and Poole with additional
stops at Parkstone and Branksome. The
train also connects to the New Forest
and to Wareham in the Purbecks.
Travel Interchanges
The Bournemouth Travel Interchange
was identified as needing significant
improvement in the previous Strategic
Framework. This has been achieved
and the welcome for visitors arriving
in Bournemouth, signage to the town
and local transport services are now
vastly improved.
The welcome for visitors arriving in Poole is below the quality expected for the
town and relative to the competition. Although arrangements for coach arrival
and departure have been improved, the bus station needs improvement and
there is no sense of arrival in the town either at the coach stations, train
station, ferry terminal or on the main arterial road routes.
Public Transport within the destination
Yellow buses and Wilts and Dorset (More
buses) both provide a good bus service
throughout the conurbation. The new
routes are visitor friendly and most bus
stops feature real time signage.
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Coach Parking
Bournemouth received its ‘Coach Friendly’
towns, from the Confederation of Passenger
Transport UK (CPT) in 2016 in recognition
of the work the town had undertaken to
provide coaches with greater ease of access
to the resort’s key visitor attractions and
facilities, while actively promoting coach
tourism across the town.
In addition to good accessible drop off
and pick up points in the town centre
and by the seafront, there are also two
coach parks in Bournemouth: Queens
Park Coach & Car Park (with CCTV) and
Kings Park Coach & Car Park. The
Bournemouth Rail and Coach Station
also offers coach parking for visiting
coaches. New Wayfinding signage at
coach drop off points /pick up points and
along the seafront and in the town
centre help visitors enjoy their stay in
Bournemouth.

Poole was a shortlisted finalist at the
2017 British Coach Tourism Awards
in recognition for its development of
inclusive itineraries and partnership
working to make the town a welcoming
destination for the coaching industry.

There are two easily accessible coach parks within the town centre (both free
of charge) with 25 spaces at Poole Stadium (including toilets and rubbish
emptying facilities on site) as well as at Seldown Bridge Coach Park adjacent to
the main bus station where 10 dedicated spaces are available. For drivers
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wishing to return to the Quay (the main drop off/pick up point in the Town
Centre) they can catch the Route One bus direct from the Bus Station.
Coaches are also able to phone the Poole TIC before arrival and where possible
a member of staff from Poole Tourist or Poole Pottery will meet and greet the
coach group on arrival.

Cycling
Cycling is encouraged along the
promenade apart from during the day in
July and August. There are numerous
other well signed cycling routes
throughout the area

Pedestrian /Way Finding
Bournemouth has developed a comprehensive Pedestrian and Cycle
Wayfinding signage and map system, primarily in the Town Centre.
This has been an important step as
Bournemouth town centre’s hilly
topography and radial pedestrian
networks mean residents and visitors
need comprehensive wayfinding
information. This provides information
not only on where they are in comparison
to the rest of the town, but also the
quickest and easiest routes to get
around and the walking times involved. This is still important despite the
increased use of mobile devices for navigation. The future development of
integrated digital and traditional mapping formats will become a priority.
Poole has not yet undertaken an assessment to develop a comprehensive
Wayfinding System and this is particularly important for the town centre and
Poole Quay. The topography is less of an issue although the road layout is
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irregular like Bournemouth. There may be an opportunity to undertake some
basic Wayfinding assessment that would form part of any regeneration
development of the Town centre and Poole Quay retail and tourism offer.
Car Parking
The current car parking provision in
Bournemouth and Poole provides
sufficient supply for the destinations for
95% of the time. Additional pressures,
particularly in Seafront car parks, are felt
during high volume, peak summer days
where weather is good. During those
periods, there are specific pinch points –
the one most highlighted is Bath Road
South car park. There can be additional
congestion during busy periods,
particularly on Bournemouth seafront,
Sandbanks and for events such as
Fireworks on Poole Quay.
At present car park charges across the
two destinations are competitive
particularly with destinations such
as Brighton. However, competing
pressures from out of town retail
parks with free parking continue
to be a challenge for town centre
retailers. Providing a vibrant
compelling destination offer across
all leisure sectors is vital when competing
with retail offers such as West Quay and Gun Wharf Quays.
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Accommodation Assessment
The table below shows the accommodation available for visitors in
Bournemouth and Poole and an assessment of the star rating of the
establishments.

Bournemouth
Businesses

Budget hotel
Large hotel
Medium hotel
Small hotel
Guest
house/B&B
Total Serviced
Self-Catering
Touring
caravans
/tents
Static
vans/holiday
centres
Group accom.
Marinas/visitor
berths
Total nonserviced
Total

8
15
49
62
87
221
296

Poole

No of
rooms
/units
523
1,939
2,924
1,135
835

Bed
spaces

Businesses

1,046
3,878
5,848
2,270
1,670

7,356

14,712
1,285

296

1,285

Bournemouth and Poole
Bed
spaces

Businesses

5
1
3
5
47

No of
rooms
/units
482
116
175
99
208

Bed
spaces

13
16
52
67
134

No of
rooms/
units
1,005
2,055
3,099
1,234
1,043

964
232
350
198
416

61
244
2

1,080
488
104

2,160
976
416

282
540
2

8,436
488
104

16,872
2,261
416

2

290

1,160

2

290

1,160

9

255

1,020

9

255

1,020

257

1,137

3,572

553

1,137

4,857

2,010
4,110
6,198
2,468
2,086

5,732

Bournemouth
No rating

1*

2*

3*

4* +

5

Budget Hotels

2

1

0

4

0

0

Guest House/B&B

36

0

4

20

23

1

Small Hotel

26

0

8

18

8

1

Medium Hotel

12

0

7

23

9

0

Large Hotel

5

0

0

9

4

0

Total

81

1

19

74

44

2

Number of establishments
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Poole
No rating

1*

2*

3*

4* +

5

Budget Hotels

1

0

0

4

0

0

Guest House/B&B

28

1

1

9

8

0

Small Hotel

1

0

0

2

2

0

Medium Hotel

0

0

0

0

3

0

Large Hotel

0

0

0

0

1

0

Total

30

1

1

15

14

0

Number of establishments

Accommodation businesses change constantly so it is difficult and time
consuming to keep an accurate record of establishments. We are confident
that the above assessment of serviced accommodation is as up to date as is
realistically practical. However self-catering accommodation is much harder to
measure. As recently as ten years ago, most self-catering accommodation was
managed and marketed by holiday letting agents and there are a couple of
large ones still operating in the area. When dealing with a relatively small
number of businesses it was easy to measure the scale of the stock. However,
many proprietors let their homes through sites such as Holiday Lettings,
Owners Direct and HomeAway and so it is now much more difficult to quantify.
Some owners will use more than one site so there is the issue of double
counting.
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In addition, the recent establishment and growth of Airbnb has revolutionised
the market. Not only are there now many new properties available but some
owners are using this mechanism to market properties which were previously
with letting agents or other OTAs. A recent assessment by Bournemouth
Tourism suggests there may be up to an additional 300 properties available for
holiday lets in Bournemouth and Poole through Airbnb.
The nature of accommodation in the
two towns is quite different.
Bournemouth is dominated by
serviced accommodation, mostly
small to medium size hotels and
guest houses/B&Bs. There are
no campsites, caravan sites or
holiday parks.
In contrast, Poole has only 61 service
accommodation establishments and nearly
two thirds of its total bed spaces are in selfcatering accommodation including
campsites, caravan parks and visiting
marina berths. This has an impact
on the type of visitors attracted
to the two destinations.

In terms of star rating, with the prevalence of online rating systems, more and
more establishments are not subscribing to the official VisitEngland and AA
Star rating systems. The table above suggests that the higher quality
establishments are still using the star rating systems but smaller, cheaper
establishments are less likely to bother.
There are no comprehensive figures in relation to occupancy but a recent STR
Global report suggested that occupancy in Bournemouth averaged at 74%.
Average RevPAR varies from £26 in January to £86 in August.
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Developments in Bournemouth and Poole
The impact of development of the built environment and refresh of tourism
facilities and infrastructure across the conurbation of Bournemouth and Poole
plays a critical role in maintaining and creating a vibrant and sustainable long
term tourism offer.

Over the life-span of this Tourism Strategy, both Bournemouth and Poole will
be consulting upon and adopting new Core Strategy Planning Policies. Both
are currently being consulted upon and will eventually set the tone for
development across both towns through to 2033.
Both towns face a number of planning policy issues which will either directly or
indirectly impact on the future of the tourism offer. Population growth,
migration and economic opportunities will see increasing pressures to
accommodate new residential populations in the conurbation. The Core
Strategy review for Bournemouth will consider these pressures when
allocating development uses for sites.
Fundamentally, the conurbation has little
room to spread out and accommodate
new residential sites as it is bounded by
green belt and the sea. The pressure to
accommodate an expanding population
will focus on town centre sites where
new property volume can more easily be
accommodated.
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This in turn could impact on the quality of the urban and natural environment
which currently plays a distinctive role in drawing tourists to the town.
Visitors highly value places with a
strong sense of local identity and
individual character and these
values need to be championed
within planning policy. These
values are also key to attracting
highly skilled employees to relocate
to Bournemouth and Poole, supporting
further growth within a diversified economy. Residential development
pressure may also impact on further house price rises, locking out low-wage
earners from living in the town centre and causing staffing shortages for many
service industry businesses including those within the tourism sector.

The projections for local population growth are uncertain in the light of
Brexit. However, the general trend in growth is clear. The Core Strategy
review may also present pressure to re-allocate some tourism accommodation
sites to meet residential needs. These would also present a challenge to future
growth of the tourism offer. Whole plan viability for redevelopment sites will
also consider issues relating to good design, green improvements and car
parking, all of which will impact on the quality of the future resort offer.
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At the present time, considerable construction investment and redevelopment
within Bournemouth is taking place, particularly within the town centre and
Lansdowne areas. Tourism has also benefited from the current wave of
investment with high profile recent additions including
the Hilton and Hampton hotel
scheme, the BH2 cinema-led
leisure complex and investments
across the seafront that have
included public realm leisure,
beach lodge tourist accommodation,
café developments and beach hut schemes.
Bournemouth Council’s investment partnership, the Bournemouth
Development Company, is drawing up plans for major leisure allocated sites
within the town centre: namely, the Winter Gardens site and the Bath Road
North and South sites.
Proposals for these sites – especially the
Bath Road sites – will be key to
developing the tourism product offer for
the resort for the next generation. A
projective assessment of future tourism
and leisure product need will be
required.
Key infrastructure below ground, such as data connectivity to tourism
businesses and effective public Wi-Fi will be required to unlock the possibilities
presented by the ongoing digital revolution and the agglomeration and
exploitation of big data to drive new tourism businesses and
opportunities. Where opportunities present themselves, such as with public
realm work within the Seafront, digital infrastructure to accommodation future
needs should be incorporated as a matter of course.
The commercial tourism sector is also
active, coming forward with schemes
to redevelop key hotel sites within the
town centre, east cliff and west cliff
areas of Bournemouth.
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The drive to re-develop is aimed as releasing land value and developing
modern, more efficient hotels at a scale to ensure viability. However, the land
value for redevelopment of tourism sites into residential use is always greater
and so the Council’s Tourism Department has a critical role as Planning
Consultee to ensure redevelopment of tourism sites only takes place where it
is clearly demonstrated that ongoing tourism viability is no longer possible.
To assist with this process, and deliver a more responsive approach to tourism
planning matters, Bournemouth Council adopted a new Tourism
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) in 2016. An innovation of the new
policy has seen the establishment of the UK’s first Tourism SPD Advisory Panel
which co-opts industry expertise to provide guidance on viability and
redevelopment of tourism accommodation sites.
A different approach is taken
within Poole where the range and
number of accommodation sites is
fewer and the focus is on simply
maintaining existing critical mass
of provision in order to support
the tourism offer. Retaining the
ability to help shape and
encourage the introduction of new
accommodation, particularly
upscale, boutique and international branded products is key to
attracting new and repeat visitors.
Historically, the self-catering sector is also under-represented across
Bournemouth. Digital innovation is opening up new routes to market and
product innovation across the self-catering sector, exemplified by the likes of
Airbnb and other online channels. But with opportunity comes greater
challenge and competition for existing businesses meaning the process of
change is likely to accelerate even faster over the life of this Strategy.
Within the food and beverage sector, changing customer behaviour is
manifesting in the growth of the ‘experience economy’ and an increasing
desire to eat out and socialise. Currently, considerable expansion in the food
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and drink offer within Bournemouth town centre is taking place and this is
mirrored nationally. Managing this growth at a sustainable pace is a key issue
for the local economy and tourism offer, as too is the need to balance that
growth between national chains and distinctive offers.
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Bournemouth and Poole as a base for exploration
The wealth of accommodation on offer in Bournemouth and Poole makes it an
ideal centre from which to explore the wider area by car, bike or using local
transport. The attractions, accommodation and transport of the area are
covered in more detail later in this section. It should be noted that, in addition
to the regional attractions mentioned below, for visitors who have travelled
some distance to Bournemouth, it can be seen as an excellent base to explore
even further afield. For this reason, many midlands and northern based group
operators include Bath & Windsor in their excursion programme for staying
visitors. Similarly, part of the appeal to international students is the relative
proximity to London.

Purbeck
Easily accessed by ferry from Sandbanks
the Isle of Purbeck is extremely popular
with day visitors. It marks the eastern
end of the Dorset and East Devon World
Heritage site known as the Jurassic Coast.
The dramatic coastline and rolling hills
behind provide excellent cycling and
walking country and the area is popular
with bird watchers.

The coastline is famous for rock arch at
Durdle Door and the geologically
important Lulworth Cove. Significant
visitor attractions include in the area
include the Bovington Tank Museum,
Corfe Castle, Lulworth Castle, Monkey
World and Swanage Railway.
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New Forest
The New Forest National Park is less than
an hour’s drive time from Bournemouth
and is a popular day trip. Famous for its
attractive landscape, ponies, cattle and
deer it attracts walkers and cyclists and
wildlife enthusiasts.

Within the New Forest area are
the significant attractions of
Beaulieu, home of the National
Motor Museum and Peppa
Pig World at Paultons Park.

Surrounding Area
Particularly for visitors from further afield Bournemouth and Poole are a good
base for significant tourist destinations including Salisbury, Winchester,
Stonehenge and wider Dorset.
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Current tourism support structure in Bournemouth
and Poole
Destination Management
Both local authorities have a long history of partnership working with the
tourism trade. This combined activity has always been organic rather than
forced as a result of national guidance and so was based on a genuine desire to
gain the benefits of collective working and strong leadership of an otherwise
fragmented industry. This dynamic and active tourism support structure pays
dividends not only in improved positive promotional campaigns but also in
joining forces to fight off business threats as was evidenced in the recent
activity against the potential damage from the proposed wind farm.

The Bournemouth Tourism Management Board has broken new ground in
having representatives from all sub sectors and beneficiaries of the visitor
economy meeting regularly around the tourism top table. This has allowed it
to function as a genuine DMO (Destination Management Association) whereas
the majority of DMO’s worldwide are primarily marketing organisations with a
strong focus on hotels and attractions only.
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This heritage of joint working gives Bournemouth and Poole a sharper
competitive edge against other destinations that still have to contend with
significant amounts of political in-fighting and trade disagreements.

A further asset and relative strength for Bournemouth and Poole is the
strong bond with the local authority functions. This gives access to venues
and resources to allow the staging of major events such as the Air Festival
and the Beach Polo Championships.

It also makes secure tourism connections with the place shaping roles of the
planning, traffic, economic development and environmental teams of the
councils that all have a significant bearing on the visitor experience.
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SWOT analysis of Product and Key considerations

STRENGTHS
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

World Class beach
2nd largest natural harbour with
extensive water sports and wildlife
watching opportunities
Brownsea Island is nationally significant
attraction (accessible from Poole)
Established reputation as seaside resort
Good base for exploration of
neighbouring areas of New Forest,
Christchurch, Purbeck, the rest of Dorset
and Salisbury
Good supply and reputation of language
schools
Significant recent development in
Bournemouth including new hotels and
entertainment areas
Good mix of accommodation across
whole area
Strong political leadership and
commitment to tourism across the
conurbation
Two strong, complimentary tourism
brands with high recognition value in
‘Bournemouth’ and ‘Poole.’
International reputation for language
schools and higher education sector

WEAKNESSES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Transport across the conurbation is
difficult
Continued issue of seasonality, though less
pronounced than other seaside
destinations, occupancy off peak is low
Town centre in Poole in need of
investment
Lack of self-catering accommodation in
Bournemouth
Victorian infrastructure
Imbalance between corporate chains and
independent providers within food and
drink sector
Declining ability for Local Authorities to
fund investment
Fragmented tourism industry – multiple
players / multiple voices
Mobile Device outdoor connectivity Infrastructure needs improving to meet
growing demand – Town Centre Seafront
and major Festivals

•

•
•

•

Strong and diverse economy including
finance and digital sectors adding to
resilience of conurbation with tourism
offer adding to appeal for businesses in
other sectors to locate here
Strong industry and destination
management partnership with a powerful
voice for lobbying
Resort offer appeals to broad
demographic base. Has the size to be
able to specialise in more than one visitor
appeal market.
Adaptable conference sector providing a
diverse offer to meet requirements of a
changing market

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

THREATS

Combination of Bournemouth and
Poole significantly enhances scale and
variety of offer for tourists
Bringing together the DMO strengths
of Bournemouth with Poole
Activity holidays especially water
sports as niche market but backdrop
to wider holidays
Established events with excellent
event management skills across two
centres
Bournemouth Airport
Change of train franchise
City by the sea/year-round
Increase inbound visitors via direct
ferry route to continent
Under representation of self-catering
accommodation sector
Local Authorities in Bmth & Poole
retain strong control or influence on
large aspects of the tourism offer
presenting good opportunities to
exploit rise of big data and digital
economy impacts on tourism

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
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Funding landscape
Perception of seaside destinations
Investment in other seaside
destinations
Overdevelopment and loss of local
distinctiveness and character
Development pressures – e.g.,
residential at expense of visitor offer
to be highlighted within Core Strategy
Planning Review
BREXIT impacts on leisure industry
skills supply and language school
market.
Fast pace of technological change and
increasing pressure for resort to keep
pace with innovation

Market Analysis
This section considers:
• Destination Brand Values
• Bournemouth and Poole market characteristics
• Analysis by business type

Destination Brand Values
In consultation with the Tourism Industry Bournemouth has developed a set of
brand values that includes positioning that helps to better understand the
destination fit with new and prospective markets. The Core Brand Values of
Warmth Beauty and Different Experiences underpin the positioning statement
“For everyone who wants to feel invigorated and inspired, Bournemouth is the
warmest of seaside destinations, where you can have an energetic or relaxing
time in a beautiful environment, thanks to a great range of facilities and an
outstanding commitment to providing a fabulous visitor experience.”

Whilst Poole does not have specific Brand
Values it’s Poole Tourism Strategy demonstrates
through its aims and objectives and priorities
of the importance of beautiful natural
and built environment, welcome and
a diversified offer, with its strap line
of “Surf Rest and Play”
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This Synergy helps to present an even more diversified offer to both existing
and prospective visitors and helps further in assessing market and product fit.

Current market
The tourism market for Bournemouth and Poole is split with Bournemouth
attracting 72% of trips and 77% of spend. Additionally, the nature of tourism
in the two towns is quite different. In Bournemouth, the majority are on
holiday – 72% whereas in Poole only 57% are on holiday with 22% visiting
friends and relatives and 15% on a business trip. This is reflected in the supply
of accommodation to meet market demand. In Bournemouth 69% of visitors
are staying in serviced accommodation and in Poole the figure is only 26% with
47% staying with friends and relatives and 23% in self-catering, camping or
holiday park.

The following section analyses each of the market segments in terms of:
➢ Context and current impact
➢ Characteristics of the market
➢ Competition

Business Tourism
Impact in Bournemouth and Poole
Visitors whose main purpose is business make up 11% of visitors and account
for 11% of spend. 87% are from the UK and 13% from overseas. Two thirds
are based in Bournemouth which has traditional conference facilities and more
suitable hotels than Poole.
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In the past, Bournemouth has had a thriving conference business, playing a
significant role in the overall tourism offer. Quite large conferences have been
attracted with many delegates including Party Political, NHS and Trade Union
conferences.
However, in recent years, both
conferences and delegate numbers have
been declining despite the
redevelopment of the Bournemouth
International Centre (BIC) as a
conference venue. Hotel proprietors
have noticed a related reduction in their
trade.

Characteristics of the Business Tourism market
Business tourism is a huge market in the UK with 39% of employees taking a
business trip in the UK in 2014. The Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and
Exhibitions (MICE) sector generates more than £30bn annually. Realistically,
seaside towns will never be the first-choice destinations for large business
events but they have great potential as locations for certain types, highlighting
the different and diverse experiences coastal locations can offer with the
advantage of focussing on off-peak periods. National associations particularly
in the voluntary sector, hobbyists and special interest groups are quite flexible
in terms of venue and can be a focus. Sixty-four per cent of all business
meetings in 2011 involved fewer than 100 people so there are plenty of
opportunities for individual hotels.
On a national basis, business travellers
spend considerably more than their
leisure counterparts an average of £111
per night compared to £73 for leisure.
Research by Mintel suggests that 54%
of business travellers are willing to
extend their trip for leisure purposes
and 20% would like to bring their partners.
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The serious recession between 2007 and 2011 forced many businesses and
associations to review their expenditure and cut back on external meetings
and events that were not guaranteed to improve their bottom-line
performance. Consequently, expenditure on conferences fell across the UK
and is not expected to return to the pre-recession levels for some time.
(source Visit England 2011)

Competition
Competition for conferences and other
business events is not just from other
major coastal resorts but from cities
across the country. The major centres
such as Manchester, Birmingham and
Liverpool have invested heavily in
modern, state of the art conference
facilities that can be offered at
subsidised rates to buyers.
There is also increasing competition from new digital solutions with video
conferencing becoming more widespread and reducing the need for face to
face meetings and conventions.

Overseas Tourists

Trips from overseas

In 2015 there were 192,000
international visitors spending
1,852,000 nights and contributing
£120.5m to the local economy
(SWRC).

8%

13%
45%
34%
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Holiday

Visit friends/relatives

Education

Other

International Visitor spend

However, when this breakdown
is looked at in relation to spend
it is quite different:

22%

34%

24%
11%

Holiday

Business

VFR

Study

This reflects the importance of the International Education Sector, particularly
to Bournemouth which generates 79% of spend attributed to international
students in the area.

Educational Tourism
Bournemouth and Poole offer a comprehensive Educational Tourism
programme. Having the largest concentration of language schools anywhere in
the United Kingdom outside Greater London, the area also offers
Undergraduate, Post Graduate and vocational courses at three key educational
institutions – Bournemouth University, Arts University Poole and Bournemouth
& Poole College. Altogether this attracts a large amount of valuable export
earnings, estimated to be worth several hundred million pounds to the local
economy. This is a key component of international visitors to Bournemouth
and Poole.
Although accommodation spend is
relatively low, with about 80% staying
in host families, they spend in shops
and in the night time economy including
restaurants, pubs and night clubs. As
well as direct spend by students, other
family and friends may visit during the
study time or come back later creating
additional spend.
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Characteristics of the Market
Whilst students attending Higher and Further Education establishments and
the local Universities and Colleges are there for most the year, typically,
language school students arriving in the summer will only spend one to two
weeks, although much longer at other times of the year. Average stay is
around 12 weeks but can be anything up to 2 years.
Although children come to study English from as young as 9, main markets are
16-20 years in summer and 16-24 years off peak.
Students come from all over the world and in any one year there could be 2528 countries represented. Individual language schools as well Higher and
further Education Establishment will tend to develop relationships with
particularly overseas countries depending on the type of course that will
appeal to that country i.e. Tourism Courses growing tourism industry
countries.

Competition
In UK terms, outside of greater London, Bournemouth has the biggest language
school offer but Brighton and Oxford are significant competitors. For all
courses, internationally, Canada, Australia and New Zealand. along with Malta
are becoming popular destinations. These countries are currently taking
market share from the United Kingdom because of their positive and
encouraging approach to this business. There is also new competition
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emerging from the growth of establishments being set up in-country to teach
English. Some of these are backed by the British Council.

Other Overseas Tourists
In 2015 there were 177,000 trips from overseas visitors not for study purposes.
They made up 92% of total overseas visitors to the area. More than a third are
staying with friends and relatives. The most common overseas market noted
in both 2013 and 2014 was Germany.

Characteristics of the Market
Research commissioned by NCTA shows that only 15% of overseas visitors
currently go to the coast at some point during their stay. Those that visit the
coast are mostly from Germany, France, Australia, Netherlands and
USA/Canada. Their main motivations for visiting England are:
Main motivations for visiting England
48%
50%

40%
30%

40%

30%

30%
20%
10%
0%
Sightseeing Experiencing
local culture

Something
new

Scenery or
natural
beauty

Competition
For overseas visitors who are already in the UK, the main competition is
London. Visits to London make up three quarters of overseas holidays to
England, a proportion that has increased steadily in the last 10 years. Outside
London overseas visitors are most likely to visit heritage cities.
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Domestic Tourists
In terms of spend domestic tourists are the most significant group for
Bournemouth and Poole valued at £372.895 million in 2015. Analysis of the
Great Britain Tourism Survey 2015 by TNS divides domestic seaside tourists
into 4 segments:
Domestic Seaside Tourists
11%
33%

41%
14%

Pre-nesters (16-34 year olds, no children)

Families (16-54 with children)

Independents (35-54 no children)

Empty Nesters (55+ no children)

Compared to other types of holidays families are significantly more likely to
visit the coast than other destinations, with pre-nesters and independents
being more likely to choose other destinations. These groups are all
represented among domestic tourists to the conurbation but their
characteristics, visit patterns and opportunities for growth vary. After some
general information about overnight visitors from recent survey data we will
look at each of these groups in turn taking into consideration relevant NCTA
research.
Although there is no recent data on visitors to Poole, the Bournemouth Visitor
Survey 2013 identified the following:
• Only 18% of tourists were on a first-time visit – the large majority had
been before, showing that Bournemouth has a loyal customer base
• 39% were on a short break and 45% on a holiday of 4+ nights. This
reflects the trend noted in other tourism statistics for a reduction in
longer holidays and growth in short breaks.
• Domestic visitors come from all over the country with significant
numbers from Greater London and the West Midlands
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• Alternative destinations considered were Brighton, Weymouth,
Portsmouth, Swanage, Christchurch, Cornwall and Devon.

The charts below show some general statistics about domestic tourists to
Bournemouth

Socio Economic Group

11%
32%

23%

AB

32%

C1 34%
C2 23%
DE 11%

34%

Group Composition

5%

Family groups 35%

35%

Adult group

45%

2 adults 45%
Single 5%

19%
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19%

Accommodation used
2%
5%
Hotel

53%

Guesthouse/B&B 10%

23%

Self catering 7%

53%

With friends/relatives 23%
Second home 5%

7%

Other 2%

10%

Pre-Nesters
Pre-nesters are defined as those aged between 16-34 with no children. There
are no local statistics about this group as survey analysis does not separate out
those with and without children. In 2013 those aged 16-34 made up of 25% of
domestic tourists.
Characteristics of the Market
The most well educated, socially
and globally conscious and
adventurous of life stages, under
35s are the first generation to
have grown up completely in the
internet age. Hence, they use
technology for everything and
expect to do so – including looking
for holidays.
They are huge users of social media and are the first to embrace new channels.
Decision making is often last minute, a response to a call to action or a socially
related decision.
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Sometimes known as the Millennials, they are the least likely of all life stages
to be attracted to the coast currently, clarified by the 2015 NCTA research into
the perceptions, attitudes and visit patterns of the under 35s market to the
coast. Generally speaking, visiting the English coast is not front of mind, it is
not something they aspire to and they don’t know much about it. Perceptions
of the English coast from the audience are a mixed bag of positive and
negative.
Those that do come are more likely to have children and are mostly looking for
relaxation, fun with friends and family and a sense of nostalgia, more passive
types of activities.

Competition
Under 35s take a variety of different sorts of holidays, often short breaks and
don’t think twice about hopping to Europe for the weekend. Many are looking
for active and adventurous trips and are particularly looking for experiences
which they can share and talk about on social media.
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Families
Visitor survey results (2013 and 2014) show that family groups made up 41% of
domestic tourists to Bournemouth. However, there is significant variation by
time of year from 58% in school holidays to 14% out of holiday time. Families
are more likely to be on a longer holiday of 4+ nights than other groups.

Characteristics of the Market
Families make up the highest proportion of visitors to the English coast – 41%
of seaside domestic overnight trips in 2015 were from families.
Beach holidays appeal particularly to those who pre-school age children and
although they mostly travel in July and August, if they only have children under
5 they may be able to travel in shoulder months. This market segment
therefore offers excellent growth potential out of the main season.

Those with school age children are mostly limited to travelling in school
holidays, traditionally July and August. However secondary breaks at February,
May and October half terms as well as Easter and Christmas holidays are
becoming more popular.

50% of families say that re-connecting with their children and spending
quality time together is an important part of a holiday and the English coast
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meets these requirements well. 28% are also looking for a sense of shared
adventure for which the coast is ideally placed.

However, the family market is changing rapidly with the growth of single
parent families, different types of families and inter-generational breaks so
businesses need to understand the trends and know how to make all types of
families welcome.

Families are more likely to be looking for self-catering accommodation
particularly camping and caravanning.

Competition
Competition comes from other seaside destinations particularly more popular
parts of the UK like Cornwall. There is also significant competition from
abroad.
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Independents (35-54 year olds)
Current analysis of visitor surveys does not allow us to estimate the current
size of this market in Bournemouth and Poole.

Characteristics of the Market
Older independents are aged 35-54 with no children and they make up 14% of
the seaside holiday market. Their travel patterns are less seasonal than other
groups and they are more likely to take short breaks (63%) than longer
holidays (37%) by the sea. They prefer staying in hotels or guest houses (43%
cf 38% on average). They are more likely to take a short walk or a hike while
visiting the coast than other groups and less likely to spend time on the beach.

Competition
As far as UK holidays are concerned this group are more likely to go on a
city/small town break or go to the countryside. Without children, their
relatively high disposable income means that competition from overseas
destination will be significant.
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Empty Nesters (Over 55s)
Visitor surveys in 2013 and 2014 suggest that Empty Nesters make up at least a
third of domestic tourists reflecting national statistics. They make up a higher
proportion of visitors outside the school holidays and have a higher than
average spend per head.

Characteristics of the Market
By 2024, over 55s will make up one third of UK population. Financially flexible,
they aspire to pursue leisure or cultural activities and are much more active
than previous generations. They are the only life stage who took more trips in
2014 than in 2010. They can mostly travel in off peak periods and tend to take
a number of short breaks

NCTA Research with Empty Nesters has identified the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Tend to start planning holidays some time in advance
Online sources are the most popular source of inspiration
Prefer mid-tier hotels
Relaxation is the most common reason for going to the coast
34% of off peak trips are to places within 2 hours drive time

Competition
Competition is from other UK destinations particularly rural areas but also
from short haul European destinations.
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Older Empty Nesters
Older Empty Nesters, aged over 70-75 make up a significant proportion of the
conurbation’s tourists. In the 2014 survey, those aged over 75 made up 15% of
those interviewed. Their characteristics are very similar to other Empty
Nesters – they can usually travel out of the main school holidays, they
appreciate good facilities, easy access and a range of attractions and
entertainment on hand. However, the NCTA research referred to earlier
identified a few differences:
• Older Empty Nesters tend to take longer holidays as opposed to short
breaks – 43% of over 70s mostly take longer holidays compared to 30%
of 55-65 year olds
• 20% of over 70s prefer to travel by coach compared to 10% of 55-65
year olds
• Older Empty Nesters are more likely to stay in premier hotels as
opposed to B&Bs or budget hotels
• In terms of activities, those over 65 are slightly less likely to want to take
part in most activities apart from organised coach trips which they are
more likely to do
• They are less likely to use social media in relation to their holidays – 30%
of over 70s never consult online reviews compared to 18% of 55-65 year
olds. Similarly, where as 12% of 55-65 year olds upload photos to social
media while on holiday, only 7% of over 65s do.
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Day Visitors
Although sometimes overlooked the estimated 9.356 million day visitors who
came to the destination in 2015 must be recognised as a key part of visitor
economy as spend an estimated £339.5 million. In addition, there are day
visitors staying in the New Forest, Christchurch, Purbeck and other parts of
Dorset who come to the area for the day and spend money but are not
included in the day visitor estimates.
From the Bournemouth Visitor Survey 2013 we know that:
• 55% decided to come on the day of their visit. A further 39% made the
decision in the week before the visit
• 76% of day visitors come more than once to the area every year and only
8% were visiting for the first time
• Alternative destinations considered were Brighton, Weymouth,
Portsmouth, Swanage or other parts of Bournemouth or Poole
• Key reasons for visiting are the Beach (78%), they have been before
(54%) and it is convenient.
• 74% of day visitors found their visit very enjoyable.
• 48% visited in a family group, 33% adult couple, 15% in an adult group
and 4% single.
Day Visitors

15%

4%
48%

33%

Family group

Adult couple

Adult group

Single

In addition to the markets discussed above there are several other types of
market which cut across all life stages and origins. These are explored in the
Review of Market Segments section.
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Summary of current market – how are Bournemouth
and Poole meeting current market needs?

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

• Good mix of market segments
already attracted to the area

• Markets are mostly seasonal
although less so than in some
other destinations

Significant population living
within a 2 hour drive time
• Established business tourism
market

• All markets subject to
competition from other coastal
resorts and alternative holiday
options

• Strong established demand
from overseas students for IEF
and other higher education

• Overseas markets under
threat due to Brexit, visas and
security

• Loyal customer base of around
1.2 million domestic tourists,
80% of whom have been
before

• 16-34 year olds under
represented – risk of losing this
audience altogether
• Reliance on older visitors

• 9.3 million day visitors, 76% of
whom come more than once
every year

• Business tourism affected by
significant competition
elsewhere

• Growth in short break market
reflecting national trends
•

• Families restricted to school
holidays

Strong over 55s market which
have highest growth potential
nationally

• Lack of young people with risk
of losing that nostalgia type
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Changes in the market
This section considers:
• Broad consumer trends
• Market changes by tourism segment

Consumer trends
Domestic trends
“Domestic Leisure Trends for the Next Decade,”25 a report by VisitEngland,
highlighted some key trends that will impact domestic tourism over the coming
years. The research identified changing demographics in England, with greater
variety in the make-up of family groups, a greater number of children and an
increasingly older population. There are vast opportunities for coastal resorts
to offer inter-generational travel that is safe and appealing to all audiences.
However, coastal destinations will need to ensure that they are easilyaccessible and that the product (in particular accommodation) is adaptable for
inter-generational and shorter breaks.

Of relevance to Bournemouth and Poole, the report shows that:
• Pressure on family expenditure has led to 59% saying that getting the
cheapest price for travel is all-important. This is reflected across all age
groups as more than 50% say that they like to find bargains, even when
they don’t need to save money, and this will affect attitudes and choices
during coastal tourism visits.
25

Visit England, “Domestic Leisure Trends for the Next Decade” 2013. Available
http://www.visitengland.org/Images/VISIT_ENGLAND_REPORT_PRINT_tcm30-39493.pdf
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• A high number of people say they feel ‘under pressure’ (65% of 1854s) creating a greater need for feeling “treated” in their leisure time and
enjoying personalised experiences.
• Concern about the environment has halved to 21%, but consumers are still
interested in locally sourced products and high ethical standards.
• 56% of consumers have an appetite to try new things, and there is a strong
interest in staying healthy (55% of 18-34s and just below 50% of other age
groups).
The 2017 BDRC holiday trends report26
showed that the proportion of Britons
anticipating a domestic holiday of 4+
nights has increased from 24% in 2016 to
27% in 2017. Reinforcing VisitEngland’ s
opinion that staycations continue to be
important.
The BDRC research also showed that nearly a third of domestic audience feel
the UK is more appealing as a holiday destination than it was ‘a few years ago,’
with ‘safety’ and ‘exchange rates’ the main drivers of this sentiment.
Safety concerns are now a strong consideration among 2 in 5 consumers and
the 3rd most mentioned factor in decision making.
87% of UK holiday-makers stated it
is important they have a ‘local experience’
on their next main holiday. This figure
was even higher amongst 18-34 year olds,
higher income groups and families.
However, ‘local experiences’ scored very
low in terms of the level of influence
for ‘decision-clinching’ during the
booking process.

26

BDRC 2017 Holiday Trends
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An increasing trend is the ability to ‘escape and switch-off’, with 43% of
tourists saying it is a key motivation for taking a holiday, and the BDRC
research reinforces this view in the results showing how tourists use their
mobiles on their holiday, with the proportion using social networking, texting
and other communication methods dropping compared to 2016.

Consumer trends for the coast
The UK coast is expected to see an increase in popularity in 2017, according to
the BDRC research27 18% of Britons are planning a holiday of 4+ nights to the
coast in 2017 (up from 12%), and over a third (36%) intend to take any UK
coastal holiday in 2017.
Top two motivations for a coastal break (which was different to all other types
of break) were to completely switch-off (53%) and spend time with family and
friends (46%). The ability to switch off and escape should be used as a key
point of differentiation for the coast, particularly if it is already somewhat
recognised by the consumer.
The key barriers for UK coastal holidays were ‘unreliable weather’ and
perceptions of it being ‘old-fashioned/run-down’. Positively, ‘the beaches’ and

27

BDRC 2017 Holiday Trends
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‘overall price’ were seen favourably in the consumer mind set and among the
top three most important factors in the decision-making process.
Perception of the Coast
VisitEngland perception research28 in 2015 showed a confused opinion of the
coast among the general public, with more traditional seaside resorts being
seen in a negative light as “tacky and dated”. The rural coastline and smaller
towns are seen more positively by consumers, as ‘great bases to explore the
surrounding area’ or ‘get away from it all’. This presents a barrier to growth
that needs to be addressed, particularly among younger audiences. The NCTA
is currently undertaking research with non-visitors to understand where
perceptions need to be challenged to create new opportunities for growth, this
research is due to be completed late summer 2017.

Booking patterns
VisitEngland research29 into how consumers book their tourism experiences
showed that the majority of people already knew where they wanted to go as
soon as they started to plan their trip, with some 78% returning to a
destination they had visited within the previous three years. In terms of
planning cycles, 33% of people thought about a trip and booked it in the same
month, and 26% booked and actually undertook the trip in the same month.

28

Visit England, “Seaside, what are the opportunities?” 2013 – available at
http://www.visitengland.org/Images/Seaside%20Report_FINAL_v2_without%20summary_tcm30-39463.pdf
29 Visit England, The Look, Book, Took , July 2013 available from
http://www.visitengland.org/Images/Booking%20Processes%20Research_Final%20for%20website_tcm30-38819.pdf
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Late decisions and last minute bookings are high for short breaks (one to three
nights) across all visitor types, but pre-family was strongest at 46%.
The internet was the most important source
for deciding where to go (31%) and planning
accommodation (54%). Some 72% booked
their accommodation online, even higher
among short breaks and serviced
accommodation. Pre-family or young
family families are more likely to use a
mobile device to undertake searches,
with one in four of all visitors using a mobile
device at some stage. Ensuring that coastal businesses
stay apace with the digital revolution and have online booking, responsive
websites and understand how to capture and use customer data to encourage
repeat bookings is increasingly key to success.

Customer Journey
Although there’s plenty of theory,
relatively little is understood about how
or why tourists decide to choose a
particular coastal destination or how
their experience can be influenced to
boost repeat visits and increase
spending. Using Bournemouth as a case
study, the NCTA conducted research to
understand more about the customer
journey and by linking this data with
other research has drawn the following
key conclusions.
Consumers share a continued importance of personal recommendations for
destination decisions. In fact, according to BDRC30 half of Britons were
influenced to take their last holiday by a recommendation which is most likely
to be from friends/family, and at the ‘inspiration’ stage.

30

BDRC 2017 Holiday Trends
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There is an increase in last minute decisions, leaflets still play an important
part in destination for some markets, and the use of social media and smart
phones to share experiences whilst still on holiday continues to increase.

International trends31
• exchange rate short-term (?) boom
• booking patterns, use of technology
• key markets for coast (Germany, France, English speaking long-haul and
near Europe) and south (France, Germany, Holland) and trends in those
markets

Growth of the ‘Experience Economy’
There is growing evidence that the ‘Experience Economy’ – spending more
money on doing things and less on buying things – is beginning to take hold
and could have a significant impact on tourism trends in future.
A March edition of Retail Gazette reported
on an analysis of Visa UK’s Consumer
Spending Index, showing a rise of 3.3%
in recreation and culture compared to
a 2% rise in miscellaneous goods and a
drop in spending on clothing, footwear
and household goods. This is backed up
by a recent report in the Guardian
quoting figures for April 2017 from
Barclaycard showed a 20% increase in
spending in pubs compared with the same month last year. Similarly spending
in restaurants went up by 16% while theatres and cinemas enjoyed a 13% rise.
However, department stores, vehicle sales and spending on household
appliances all fell.
Barclaycard first noted this trend about a year ago but the concept of the
‘Experience Economy’ has been around for a while. It was first used in a 1998
article by B Joseph Pine 11 and James G Gilmore describing the Experience
31

VisitBritain new research
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economy as the next economy following the agrarian, industry and service
economies. They argued that businesses orchestrate memorable events for
their customers and that memory itself becomes the product – the experience.
James Wallman, a trend forecaster has charted the move from possessions to
experience in his article Suffocation: Living More with Less. He calls it
“experientialism” – focussing on having nice experiences instead of acquiring
more stuff. He notes that psychologists argue that ‘experiences are more likely
to lead to happiness”. Linked to the experience itself is the growing trend to
share the experience online through a variety of social media channels. There
is a suggestion that posting pictures of what you have bought is gauche – but
posting a picture of something you are doing is fine.

For the tourism economy, the’ local experience’ is particularly important as it
helps to build distinctiveness and support the concept of place making. In
2017, BDRC32 noted that most holidaymakers cite having a ‘local experience’ as
important (87%) on their next holiday – although it is ranked low as an
influence on destination choice.
32

BDRC Tourism Trends 2017
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The key local experiences they expect are:

%

Key local experiences
68%

67%

67%

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

53%

48%

48%

So, although not essential to a holiday right now, the evidence above suggests
that the experience economy will become increasingly significant and needs to
be at the heart of strategic thinking for the future in Bournemouth and Poole.

Review of market segments
The following section analyses each of the market segments in terms of its
potential for growth and identifies any perceived barriers. It also covers what
the destination and individual businesses can do to attract and satisfy the
market.

Business Tourism
The not-for-profit sector (associations,
charities, special interest groups and the
public sector) is more flexible about where
it holds its meetings so is probably the
most realistic sector for growth.
Bournemouth and Poole are also well
placed to cater for business events with
a regional/local focus. Focussing on the
health benefits of the seaside are worth considering, while the traditional
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associations of the seaside with ‘getting away’ make it an ideal place for
creative retreats intended to inspire.
Key barriers to growth are:
• Bournemouth and Poole is not as centrally located in UK and thereby
less accessible either by road or public transport. However easily
accessible to South East the largest centre and concentration of people
in the UK and major international Hub Airports of Heathrow and Gatwick
• Seaside destinations are sometimes perceived as too leisure focussed for
a serious conference
• Although it is improving there is still limited good quality branded
accommodation generally favoured by business travellers.
To attract business tourists, free Wi-Fi is
essential, preferably a fast and reliable service.
Business travellers will expect good facilities in
serviced accommodation including a desk,
good lighting, ironing facilities/trouser press
and a hair dryer.
Good transport links are essential along with clear information about what is
available. Customer service must be efficient and online check in facilities
preferable.

Overseas Tourists – including Educational Tourism
Visa difficulties and the inclusion of student
numbers in Government immigration figures
are the key barriers to growth of this sector
in England. Security is also a factor, the
attack in Westminster had a particularly
significant impact. To date the impact of
Brexit has been mixed and numbers this
year have been encouraging. Some foreign
students feel they are no longer welcome
but the exchange rate has made their studies
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more affordable. Longer term if the final Brexit negotiations mean that all
Europeans must apply for visas to study in Britain the impact will be
considerable. Two language schools have been sold and two have gone out of
business in the last few years.
Development of international education in other English speaking competing
countries, security issues and the longer-term impact of Brexit cannot not be
seen as positive change for the sector in Bournemouth and Poole. Business is
likely to continue at a similar level to recent years but the international
education sector is unlikely to see the significant growth that competing
countries are enjoying.
Successfully attracting foreign students is
largely down to the individual language
schools and Educational Establishments.
However, the host community, both in
terms of general welcome and the host
families, are also important and can be
crucial to feedback and
recommendations.

Positive PR to help the local community understand the importance of this
sector is important.
With the main market being aged 16-24 provision of good quality, welcoming
retail and night life facilities are also important.

Other Overseas Tourists
Research commissioned by VisitBritain suggests that key barriers to more visits
from overseas currently are:
• Low awareness – 44% had no knowledge of English coast
• So much to do and see in London there is not time to go elsewhere
• Concerns about accessibility, driving on the wrong side of the road, cost
of public transport
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The most recent funding offer from VisitEngland – the Discover England Fund –
has a key objective of encouraging overseas visitors to go beyond London. In
terms of overall marketing this could be good for Bournemouth and Poole.
The international awareness of the
Jurassic coast world heritage site and an
increasingly confident regional food offer
together with heritage and literary
associations to Dorset can also play a
part of driving more international
visitors. This would raise awareness of
the Dorset coast’s offer with Western
European markets and encourage direct
booking either individually or via tour
operators.

Close European markets and long haul English speaking who are already most
likely to visit the coast have the best growth potential. The effect of Brexit is
difficult to assess – favourable exchange rates are encouraging overseas
visitors currently but the welcome may not be as warm.

Domestic Tourists - Pre- Nesters
With a strong and diverse product, including the largest accommodation stock
on the South Coast, the Destination should focus on attracting this market to
the coast for beach holidays, romantic holidays, family holidays and ultra-short
breaks. But looking further ahead it needs to consider product development to
focus on opportunities to:
•
•
•
•
•

Explore
Have adventures
Do things that others don’t
Provide a sense of identity
Have a better-quality experience
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Bournemouth and Poole are ideally places to exploit this opportunity through
development and marketing of a variety of water sports activities packaged
together to create unique experiences. This is discussed in more detail in the
Activity Holidays section.

The appeal identified within the growth of the ‘experience economy’ in recent
years is particularly strong within this group. To attract more under 35s, the
area needs to make itself more attractive for high energy, unusual and
distinctive experiences.

In terms of social media, the most effective means of reaching Pre-Nesters is
Facebook – but also Instagram and YouTube. Use of video and images is vital
to suggest ideas of how they will feel if they come to the area. Marketing
needs to suggest that Bournemouth and Poole offers them something which
feels different and that a coastal break there will be something to talk about.

Domestic Tourists - Families
Potential for growth in the main holiday season is probably quite limited with
most accommodation seeing high occupancy rates particularly self-catering
type accommodation. Ideally growth would be encouraged in the shoulder
season but most families are limited to taking a break during school holidays.
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Possible areas for growth are:
• Responding to growth in intergenerational
breaks where grandparents travel with the
family. Often these are short breaks over
a long weekend perhaps to celebrate a
special occasion
• Marketing with special offers during
Easter and half term holidays and for
long weekends
• Providing appropriate facilities and
marketing to those with only children
under 5 who are less restricted by
school holiday dates
Although growth potential in the main season is limited, families are a vital
part of the market and the destination needs to continue to satisfy them.
Maintenance and development of beach facilities should remain a priority
particularly in relation to provision for young families. Active promotion of
facilities for wet weather especially the Oceanarium, Poole Museum and
entertainment complex at Tower Park is recommended.

Accommodation providers can continue to attract and satisfy families by
providing:
• Flexible accommodation offering family units with space for extra beds
or cots or interconnecting rooms for families with older children.
• Flexible eating times and a good supply of child friendly food in small
sized portions.
• Being aware that travelling with children can be stressful. A welcoming
environment is essential so families feel relaxed. A child minding service
and provision of family friendly activities will be appreciated by some
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Domestic Tourists - Independents (35-54 year olds)
Although no specific research has been done with this life stage, an
understanding of their holiday patterns suggests they would not have huge
growth potential. More research is required to understand what would attract
them but development of water sports could help to grow this market.

Domestic Tourists - Empty Nesters (55 – 70 year olds)
There is significant growth potential from the over 55s market particularly in
terms of short breaks in the shoulder months. NCTA research has identified
specific groups among Empty Nesters who are the most likely to visit coastal
resorts:
Coastal Enthusiasts are the group most
likely to visit the coast – 47% would visit
off peak. They are relatively affluent and
prefer premium/mid-tier hotels. They
enjoy socialising, sightseeing, history and
culture and 76% find a traditional seaside
resort appealing. They often revisit a place
but want something new to do there.
Energetic Enjoyers are positive about the
English coast and 37% would visit off peak.
73% would find a traditional seaside resort
appealing and are looking for a plethora of
attractions and activities along with the
ability to meet new people. They prefer
hotel accommodation.
Natural Coasties love the great outdoors
and enjoy beautiful scenery, gardens and
wildlife. They prefer to visit out of season
when less crowded. 41% prefer self-catering
accommodation and they like revisiting
places they enjoy. They would probably
prefer the more laid back nature of Poole
than Bournemouth.
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Contented Coasters are likely to revisit
places they know and 40% would prefer
to visit off-peak because it won’t be as
crowded. They prefer guest houses and
budget hotels and are looking for affordable
holiday options.

Domestic Tourists – Older Empty Nesters
This is strong potential for growth of Empty Nesters at the older end of the
spectrum too. The categories identified above hold true for older Empty
Nesters so targeting product and marketing to appeal to these segments will
be beneficial. This group are more likely to be interested in organised tours
and prefer up market hotels.
Whereas for most potential tourists, social media is a key tool in reaching
them, older empty nesters are the one group
where this is less likely to be successful.
They do use travel websites but other
more traditional methods will need
to be employed.

Domestic Day Visitors
The Day Visitor market is well established but there is a feeling that some
visitors do not contribute enough to the local economy and add to the
congestion particularly during the summer. Growth should be focussed on
increasing local spend and encouraging visits in the shoulder season.
In Bournemouth completion of the recommendations in the seafront strategy
and subsequent promotion of the distinctiveness of the different parts of the
beach will help to improve the offer so that visitors can match their needs to
the facilities on offer.
Day Visitors will respond well to an
improved Christmas offer and shoulder
season events.
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Health and Wellness Tourism
Health and Wellness tourism has become extremely popular in recent years
and has significant market potential in Bournemouth.

Wellness is about more than just physical health – it also includes mental,
emotional, social and spiritual health. Wellness tourism includes visits to spas,
gyms and fitness centres, detox clinics or weight management courses.

It also includes holidays centred
on physical activities but differs
from ‘health tourism’ or ‘medical
tourism’ which covers people
travelling for medical treatment.

Wellness tourism offers massive opportunities for seaside towns like
Bournemouth and Poole. The seaside is, without doubt, a healthy place and is
perceived by 59% of tourists as a preferred destination for a Wellness break.
Wellness tourists like to take short breaks (within two hours travel from home)
and tend to travel outside the peak
season – 66% between November
and April. Many are high-spending.
Most importantly, Wellness tourism
complements other new forms of tourism
(such as outdoor activity and adventure,
heritage and cultural tourism, food and
culinary tourism) which seaside resorts are
increasingly seeking to promote.
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Research in 2012 showed that 1 in 5 British Adults go on a Wellness break each
year and these trips generate 8% of all overnight coastal trips. The figure for
Bournemouth is slightly higher at 14% where the average spend per wellness
trip is £900 compared to an average of £400.
Bournemouth rates well in certain aspects – but not all.
Qualitative research into the potential for growth of Bournemouth’s wellness
market33 made the following recommendations:
• Grow opportunities for physical activity
particularly cycling and water sports
• Improve hotel and restaurant stock at
high end
• Build the cultural offer
• Build the perception of Bournemouth
as a wellness destination
Develop a joined-up wellness proposition

Activity and Adventure Holidays
The Mintel report ‘Activity Holidays’ published in October 2015 suggests that
the market for holidays focussed on activity and adventure is buoyant. More
than 1/3 of UK adults took an activity related holiday in the last 12 months and
a similar amount took one abroad. The market is dominated by walking (21%
of respondents had taken part in walking) but cycling, water sports and golf are
also popular. More importantly, significantly more were interested in taking
an active holiday than currently do so.

33
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Recent research by the NCTA backs up these findings. 49% of those
interviewed had taken some form of activity holiday although many didn’t
recognise their trip in that way. As reported by Mintel key activities are
walking and cycling but a variety of water sports are also popular. The ideal
activity holiday involves at least three different active experiences and a mix of
other holiday activities.
Successful holidays are not just about the activity – the local scenery,
accommodation, food and drink and other attractions play an important part.
37% would choose a coastal destination for an Activity Holiday.

Although all age groups are interested
in active holidays there is some
variation in age. In terms of activities,
Empty Nesters and 35-54 year olds
are much more likely to go walking
and hiking than under 35s.

Activity holiday participation

42%
70%

53%

Under 35s

36 - 54

Empty nesters

Cycling is most popular for those
aged 35 to 55 and participation
rates in more active water sports
seems to decrease with age.

Bournemouth and Poole has great potential to develop and attract this market
as its facilities include:
• Excellent walking and cycling along the promenade
• Access to longer and more interesting coastal and countryside walks in
the New Forest and the Purbecks
• Huge range of water sports from the beach and within Poole harbour
and Poole Park with several recognised operators
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Cultural Tourism
The Culture White Paper published by DCMS in 2016 outlines the
Government’s commitment to Culture and the role it plays in society. It
recognises the intrinsic, societal and economic value of the cultural sector
which employs 321,000 people and contributes £5.45bn to the economy. It
notes the fact that the UK’s culture is seen so positively around the world
which benefits tourism.
Cultural Tourism is one of the largest and fastest-growing global tourism
markets. Culture and creative industries are increasingly being used to
promote destinations and enhance their competitiveness and attractiveness.
There is increasing recognition across
Dorset that Culture and Tourism need
to work more closely together and that
doing so will bring huge benefits to both
sectors. The Dorset Culture and Tourism
Action Plan 2015-2018 notes that
although culture and heritage is not
currently a main motivation for
visiting Dorset, it is culture that brings
it to life, distinguishing the county
from everywhere else and offering
visitors authentic experiences of the
real Dorset and its people.
The Dorset Culture and Tourism Action Plan supports the objectives of Dorset’s
Destination Management plan aiming to bring more visitors to Dorset
focussing on culture with a four-point plan:
• Culture Welcome – welcoming visitors through planning and deciding to
visit Dorset to being back at home and remembering their visit
• Clear Information – information is visitor-focused, relevant and in
appropriate formats
• Culture Dorset – a year-round cultural offer
• Infrastructure and Research – focuses on culture and tourism working
together
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Bournemouth Borough Council and the Borough of Poole support the Dorset
Culture and Tourism Action Plan and are working in partnership on various
aspects of the plan. For example, there are a number of Signature Events
planned which will celebrate the key cultural festivals across Dorset and open
them up to more tourists in which both Bournemouth and Poole are taking an
active role.
Bournemouth and the surrounding area is home to five Arts Council England
National Portfolio Organisations; the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra,
Pavilion Dance South West, the Arts by the Sea festival, Activate Performing
Arts and the Lighthouse in Poole.

Arts Council England National Portfolio Organisations represent some of the
best arts practice in the world and together they play a pivotal role in helping
ACE meet their mission of providing great art and culture for everyone.
Additionally, the Pavilion and BIC in Bournemouth provide significant
performance venues and have a comprehensive programme of concerts,
theatre and dance.
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The key cultural event in Bournemouth is the Arts by the Sea Festival. This
annual event attracted an estimated 110,000 visitors in 2016 contributing
£2,277,000 to the local economy. This was a 15% increase on the previous
year. (95,000 visitors and £1,907,320 in value)
Apart from a few major events, culture is unlikely to be a key attractor to
Bournemouth and Poole, but local arts and culture contribute to the overall
distinctiveness of the destination and should be actively promoted as part of
the wider offer. For those thinking of visiting a seaside resort, the arts and
culture available, particularly out of the main visitor season could well be a
deciding factor in choosing the destination.

Cruise Tourism
Cruise tourism is one of the fastest growing sectors of the UK tourism industry,
now representing 1 in 9 package holidays booked in the UK and seeing 9%
growth in the UK last year. Globally passenger numbers are growing at
c. 1million passengers per year34, with the European market and in particular
the UK seeing a significant portion of that growth as both ‘new to cruise’
passengers reach a third of all cruise bookings and increasingly repeat cruisers
become even more loyal35.

There were 107 cruise ships calling at
a UK port in 2015, and passengers
travelling to or through a UK port
reached over 1 million, a 10%
increase on the previous year36
though still only representing 3%
of all European cruise calls traffic37.

34

Clia 2016 “Contribution of Cruise Tourism to the Economies of Europe 2015”
Clia 2016 “The UK Cruise Review” – available via https://www.cruiseexperts.org/media/3498/clia-uk-irelandcruise-review-2016-lr-sp.pdf
36
Cruise Britain
37
Clia 2016 “Contribution of Cruise Tourism to the Economies of Europe 2015”
35
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Cruise calls consist of two types:
• a call which is a featured stop on a cruise itinerary for passengers to explore
the local area
• a turnaround call which is the first / last stop on the cruise and point of
embarkation and disembarkation for passengers
•
Opportunities to work with the cruise market should be considered in these
two contexts.

Cruise calls
Over the past 5 years Poole
Harbour Commissioners (PHC)
have developed the small luxury
seven-star cruise ship niche and in
2017 the port accommodated a
dozen calls. In January 2018, a new
quay will be completed adjacent
to the existing ferry terminal,
enabling Poole Harbour to
accommodate cruise ships up to
220 metres in length
(carrying up to 1500 passengers). Cruise and Maritime have confirmed five
calls In the summer of 2018 and PHC expects approximately 25 cruise ship calls
during the year. PHC has ambitions to handle approximately fifty cruise ship
calls annually within the next five years
According to a European wide study, passengers and crew calling at European
ports in 2015 spent €3.83 billion in purchases in each port of call38, that’s an
average per person, per port, of approx. €72 on retail, food and excursion
purchases. Therefore, cruise calls can be lucrative to the local economy and
ports which do well are those that provide good facilities for the crew as well
as passengers, with free Wi-Fi a top priority.
To grow this market, it is important to work with local ground handlers and
cruise excursion operators to ensure that a comprehensive shore excursion
38

Clia 2016 “Contribution of Cruise Tourism to the Economies of Europe 2015”
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programme is developed and cruise passengers remain in the surrounding area
rather than travelling to Stonehenge, Bath or more distant attractions. It is
also important to remember how far in advance this market operates, cruise
itineraries are planned up to 4 years ahead of time and the ports actually
booked 2-3 years ahead. The shore excursions programme is planned and on
sale up to a year before the call, therefore work is needed with this market
now to attract cruise lines.

Turnaround and pre/post cruise stays
Southampton is now the fourth busiest
port in Europe for turnaround operations
and though is proximity to Bournemouth
and Poole may be seen as an opportunity
for growth for pre/post cruise stays, it is
not believed to be a significant growth
area for the following reasons.
• 21% of the turnaround passengers are from overseas39, for those
passengers pre/post cruise stays tend to focus on London, the port of
Southampton is often described in the sales brochures as “London
(Southampton)” and demand for non-London stays is extremely low.
• The remaining 79% of passengers are UK residents and nearly two thirds
of these are from within a three-hour drive time of the port40.
The majority of cruise lines offer a pre-cruise transfer via coach included in the
fare and guarantee the ship will not sail until all coaches have arrived, so the
incentive to book a pre-cruise stay is limited. For those passengers who do
chose to add a pre or post cruise stay it tends to be one night and within the
city of Southampton. The number of passengers staying outside Southampton
is extremely limited and tends to be only in 4-5 star hotels that offer a package
including parking for the duration of the cruise and taxi transfer to the port.
For these reasons, at this time, it is not recommended that pre/post cruise
stays are targeted as a growth market for Bournemouth and Poole.
39
40

Clia 2016 “The UK Cruise Review”
Clia 2016 “The UK Cruise Review”
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Market Potential
This section considers:
• Product / market fit
• Significant options
• Changes required to optimise growth

Conference and Convention Delegates and Business Travellers
Product fit

Growth opportunity
Scale of growth potential
(low 1-5 high)

Product development required
to achieve growth
Key messages

Wider impact considerations
Primary Marketing Strategy
Delivery Partners

Good range of conference and meeting facilities
Growing business travel stay offer – Hilton Hotel.
Good rail and road access from London and major UK Cities
Off-peak, mid-week
3
Range of secondary spenders, highest with the business
traveller but high cost acquisition. Convention market more
potential to Bournemouth
Digital connectivity. Further high-grade accommodation,
further improvements to more diverse high-end/ boutique
dining
Versatile spaces to suit all needs, creative / escape
destination
Mix of accommodation
Place to eat and meet
Pre-allocations of hotel rooms and impact on other bookings
Strategy Consolidation – existing markets, improved
penetration to open visitors
Partners – Bournemouth International Centre, Business
Events Bournemouth, BIDs, large accommodation,
Conference and Convention Group

Overseas – International Education
Product fit

Growth opportunity
Scale of growth potential
(low 1-5 high)
Product development required
to achieve growth
Key messages
Wider impact considerations

Good supply of well accredited schools
Quick access to iconic destinations – London, Stonehenge,
Bath, Jurassic Coast
All year-round but limited by current visa restrictions
2
Opportunities for young people e.g. water sports across area,
Secure base but easy access to main attractions
Competition growing
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Primary Marketing Strategy
Delivery Partners

Strategy Consolidation - existing markets, improved
penetration to open visitor
Partners - Language Schools FE and HE Establishments
Bournemouth/ Poole Tourism Bournemouth BID

Overseas – visitor
Product fit
Growth opportunity
Scale of growth potential
(low 1-5 high)
Product development required
to achieve growth
Key messages

Wider impact considerations

Primary Marketing Strategy
Delivery Partners

Base to explore Jurassic Coast, Dorset and New Forest
Off-peak year -round, high value. Western Europe, English
speak long haul
2
(volume low, spend high
Access to wider regional product
Languages and quality of welcome
Accommodation
Ease of access from London
Quintessentially English experience, focus on historical and
literary connections
More relaxed touring away from ‘honeypot’ locations
Strong competition
Group travel need block rates and availability
Strategy Consolidation -Western Europe, Acquisition long
haul
Partners - Visit Britain, Bournemouth and Poole Tourism,
BIDs, DTA

Domestic – pre-nester
Product fit
Growth opportunity
Scale of growth potential (low 15 high)
Product development required
to achieve growth

Key messages

Wider impact considerations
Primary Marketing Strategy
Delivery Partners

Night time economy, retail and entertainment, Romantic and
Activity breaks
Lifetime value of creating advocates of place. Main growth in
the Experiential Market
3
(spend low to medium, volume high)
Budget / flexible accommodation (1 night breaks popular,
most accommodation require min 2 nights)
Digital connectivity
Special experiences – eg. Wellness, Escape room events and
festivals, active high energy holiday
Fun with friends and partner
Lots of activities, wide range of quality food and drink to
choose from
Social media use constantly changing need to stay abreast of
key channels
Impact on other audiences of growing this market too much
Link to Universities to help promote and sustainability
Strategy primary consolidation, with secondary product
Development (Festivals events)
Partners Bournemouth Poole Tourism BH Live, BIDS, IEF, BU
AUB, Digital Businesses
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Domestic - Families
Product fit

Growth opportunity

Scale of growth potential (low 15 high)
Product development required
to achieve growth

Key messages

Wider impact considerations
Primary Marketing Strategy
Delivery Partners

Beach and beach facilities, visitor attractions &
entertainment.
Variety of accommodation across conurbation
Feb half term, Easter, October half term and weekends (Fri
eve – Sun eve)
Mid-week for Pre -Schoolers
3
(spend medium, time restrictions)
Accommodation needs to be flexible to multi-generational
and different size families
Greater self-catering accommodation
Water sports development
Base to explore wide range of attractions
Ease of travel from major urban areas
Choice of activities depending on time of year and weather
Relaxed, safe and fun environment
Holidays and when residents want to use facilities
Strategy Consolidation - with open visitors.
Partners
BIDs, Bournemouth Tourism, BH Live

Domestic – independents (35-54)
Product fit

Growth opportunity
Scale of growth potential (low 15 high)
Product development required
to achieve growth
Key messages
Wider impact considerations
Primary Marketing Strategy
Delivery Partners

Soft adventure opportunities.
Suitable themed boutique accommodation
Specialised Activities and events – may be with cultural Arts
activities links
Short breaks in shoulder months
3
(competition from abroad)
Development of water sports opportunities
short break with variety of things to do
Strategy – primary consolidation, with secondary Product
Development (Festivals events)
Partners
Bournemouth/Poole Tourism BH Live, BIDS, Event organisers
and Cultural attractions

Domestic – Empty Nester (over 55s)
Product fit
Growth opportunity

Beach, scenery, cultural and entertainment activities and
retail
Short breaks in shoulder months

Scale of growth potential (low 15 high)

4
(high spend out of main season)
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Product development required
to achieve growth
Key messages
Wider impact considerations
Primary Marketing Strategy
Delivery Partners

Align product offer to different Empty Nester segments
Base to explore rest of Dorset
Variety of experiences suitable for all interests
Strategy Consolidation existing markets, improved
penetration to open visitor
Partners
Bournemouth/Poole Tourism BH Live, BIDS, Event organisers
and attraction providers Coach Operators

Day visitors All generations. Up to 2-hour drive time
Product fit

Growth opportunity
Scale of growth potential (low 15 high)
Product development required
to achieve growth
Key messages
Wider impact considerations
Primary Marketing Strategy
Delivery Partners

Beach and related facilities
48% Family
33% Couple
15% Adult Group
4% Single
Some but promoted out of season
3
(appeal of wider destination)
Improved Christmas Offer and shoulder season events – Arts
by the Sea Poole Maritime Festival
Links with Coach and travel operator
Eventful Bournemouth
Christmas by the Sea
Strategy - Consolidation existing markets, improved
penetration to open visitor
Secondary Product Development (Festivals events)
Partners
Bournemouth Poole Tourism, Poole and Bournemouth
Attractions Groups, Coach operators

Health and Wellness
Product fit
Growth opportunity

Beach, attractive environment, activity facilities
Off peak short breaks

Scale of growth potential (low 15 high)
Product development required
to achieve growth
Key messages

3
(high spend)
Coordination between suppliers

Wider impact considerations
Primary Marketing Strategy
Delivery Partners

Heritage of Bournemouth being a Spa Resort
Consumers prefer coastal location for wellness break
Strategy – Mix of Consolidation and Product Development existing markets across all age range social; groups, improved
penetration to open visitor
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Activity Holidays
Product fit
Growth opportunity
Scale of growth potential (low 15 high)
Product development required
to achieve growth
Key messages

Excellent range of water sports for all ages
All year -round but relevant off peak
3

Wider impact considerations

Strategy - Product Development - existing markets,
improved penetration to open visitor. Acquisition of PreNester and Independent
Strategy – Mix of Consolidation and Product Development existing markets across all age range social; groups, improved
penetration to open visitor

Primary Marketing Strategy
Delivery Partners

Providers to link with accommodation, transport, food and
drink
Excellent facilities for almost all water sports

Cultural
Product fit

Growth opportunity
Scale of growth potential (low 15 high)
Product development required
to achieve growth

Key messages
Wider impact considerations
Primary Marketing Strategy
Delivery Partners

Russell Cotes, Poole Museum
Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra, Pavilion Dance South
West, the Arts by the Sea festival, Activate Performing Arts
and the Lighthouse in Poole
All year-round but relevant offer in small Niche markets
2
Focus around major cultural events – Arts by the Sea, BSO in
the Park, Dance Festivals plus exhibitions in Russell Cotes

Key messages to niche markets with popular board appeal
messages and programme. e.g. BSO does ABBA
Strategy Mix of Consolidation and Market Development to niche Arts
audiences focused on Pre-Nesters, Independents and Empty
Nesters
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Primary Markets
From this analysis, the following primary markets have been identified as the
most productive for Bournemouth and Poole:

LEISURE TOURISM
Domestic – Empty Nester (over 55s)
Product Fit

Beach, scenery, cultural and entertainment activities and retail.
Health and wellness breaks
Growth opportunity
Short breaks in shoulder months
Scale of growth potential 4
(low 1-5 high)
(high spend out of main season)
Primary Marketing
Strategy Consolidation existing markets, improved penetration to
Strategy Delivery Partners open visitor
Partners - Bournemouth/Poole Tourism BH Live, BIDS, Event
organisers and attraction providers Coach Operators

Domestic – Pre-nester
Product Fit

Night time economy, retail and entertainment
or Romantic breaks, Activity breaks, Health and wellness breaks,
Cultural activities
Growth opportunity
Lifetime value of creating advocates of place. Main Growth in the
Experiential Market
Scale of growth potential 3
(low 1-5 high)
(spend low to medium, volume high)
Primary Marketing
Strategy primary consolidation, with secondary Product
Strategy Delivery Partners Development (Festivals events)
Partners - Bournemouth Poole Tourism BH Live, BIDS, IEF BU AUB,
Digital Businesses

Domestic - Families
Product Fit

Beach and beach facilities, visitor attractions & entertainment.
Variety of accommodation across the conurbation
Growth opportunity
Feb half term, Easter, October half term and weekends (Fri eve – Sun
eve)
Mid-week for Pre -Schoolers
Scale of growth potential 3
(low 1-5 high)
(spend medium, time restrictions)
Primary Marketing
Strategy Consolidation - with open visitors.
Strategy Delivery Partners Partners - BIDs, Bournemouth Tourism, BH Live

Day visitors - All generations (Up to 2-hour drive time)
Product Fit

Beach and related facilities
48% Family 33% Couple 15% Adult Group 4% Single
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Growth opportunity
Scale of growth potential
(low 1-5 high)
Primary Marketing
Strategy Delivery Partners

Some but promoted out of season
3
(appeal of wider destination)
Strategy - Consolidation existing markets, improved penetration to
open visitor
Secondary Product Development (Festivals events)
Partners - Bournemouth Poole Tourism, Poole and Bournemouth
Attractions Groups, Coach operators

Domestic – independents (35-54)
Product Fit

Soft adventure opportunities.
Suitable themed boutique accommodation
Specialised Activities and events – may be with cultural Arts activities
links

Growth opportunity
Scale of growth potential
(low 1-5 high)
Primary Marketing
Strategy Delivery Partners

Short breaks in shoulder months
3
(competition from abroad)
Strategy – primary consolidation, with secondary Product
Development (Festivals events)
Partners - Bournemouth/Poole Tourism BH Live, BIDS, Event
organisers and Cultural attraction

Overseas – visitor
Product Fit

Base to explore Jurassic Coast, Dorset and New Forest

Growth opportunity

Off-peak year-round, high value. Western Europe, English speaking,
long haul
Scale of growth potential 2
(low 1-5 high)
(volume low, spend high)
Primary Marketing
Strategy Consolidation -Western Europe, Acquisition Long Haul
Strategy Delivery Partners Partners - Visit Britain, Bournemouth and Poole Tourism, BIDs, DT

BUSINESS TOURISM
Conference and Convention - Delegates and Business Travellers
Product Fit

Good range of conference and meeting facilities.
Growing business travel stay offer – Hilton Hotel.
Good Rail and Road Access from London and major UK Cities

Growth opportunity

Off-peak, mid-week

Scale of growth potential
(low 1-5 high)

3
(range of secondary spenders, highest with the Business traveller but
high cost acquisition. Convention Market more potential to
Bournemouth)
Primary Marketing
Strategy Consolidation – existing markets, improved penetration to
Strategy Delivery Partners open visitors
Partners
BIC, Business Events Bournemouth, BIDs, large accommodation,
Conference and Convention Group
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INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION
Overseas – International Education
Product Fit

Good supply of well accredited schools
Quick access to iconic destinations – London, Stonehenge, Bath.,
Jurassic Coast
All year-round but limited by current visa restrictions
2

Growth opportunity
Scale of growth potential
(low 1-5 high)
Primary Marketing
Strategy Consolidation - existing markets, improved penetration to
Strategy Delivery Partners open visitor
Partners
Language Schools FE and HE Establishments Bournemouth/ Poole
Tourism Bournemouth BID
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Summary
The Bournemouth and Poole Tourism Culture
The wider tourism environment has been set out in this document. It can also
be seen how the huge tourism assets and opportunities in Bournemouth and
Poole should make it possible to achieve the aspiration of becoming a world
class resort.

However, having a worthy ambition will not be enough. The secret to
successful delivery of the Tourism Strategy is to organise and energise the
people and resources in the destination.
The tourism culture to make that happen will be developed on three primary
pillars:
• Sound operational delivery in public realm and private businesses
• Creative and effective marketing including events and festivals
• Strong industry leadership and development
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Organised for Success
Operations – Creating satisfied customers
Public and private sector stakeholders will:
- Work together to increase impact and improve standards
- Grow commercial income by increasing turnover and improving
margins
- Reinvest to maintain growth and customer loyalty
- Maintain the strong appeal of the seafront, harbour and seascapes
- Anticipate and respond to changes in demand keeping the resorts
ahead of the competition

Marketing – Stimulating sales
Bournemouth and Poole tourism service providers will:
Actively support the destination marketing campaigns and objectives
Reinforce the brand values using all senses
Present a powerful and compelling product / service / price mix
Capitalise on the potential of major events and unique experiences
Undertake precise targeting to maximise marketing ROI
Support Bournemouth & Poole Tourism to direct creative capability
to achieve more cost effective coverage than the competition
- Adopt collective responsibility for the reputation management of the
area
-

Destination Development & Strategy – Ensuring clear
direction
Bournemouth and Poole Tourism will have:
-

Strong leadership, coordination and effective partnership
Comprehensive data management
Visionary and pragmatic place-making
Skilful differentiation
Constant innovation
Prudent public and private tourism investment
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